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A 
Two Coeds Selected 
. 
For Wilson Fellowships 
David Prye, and 'The Ten Wheel Drive" are dual 
entertainment features at? this Saturday's concert at the 
Alumni Coliseum at 8 pjn. Prye, an impressionist-comedian 
of Important political figures, has an album "1 Am The 
President," which ranks 17th on the national LP charts. 
The "Ten Wheel Drive" is a Jaas-rock group whose album la 
75 on the charts. Eastern students will be admitted on their 
I-D cards.   -    .-   - ■ : —  
Peltegrinon Makes 
Three Proposals 
BY JOB EDWARDS 
Edttor 
Student Association President 
Jim Pellegrinon made three pro- 
posals Tuesday In an address 
to the campus community. 
The proposals include: 
—Changing the composition of 
Student  Center  Boards, which 
spend     student   entertainment 
funds,   to  make  them  have a 
majority of students. 
—Having   a  panel discussion 
between four administrators and 
four     students    on Eastern's 
ROTC policy. 
•—Giving the Student Council 
full power to appoint students to 
University committees rather 
than submitting nominees, half 
of which are then appointed by 
Eastern's president to the posts. 
Pellegrinon, addressing the 
Student Council and a small crowd 
in the Grlse Room of the combs 
Building, also said that he be- 
lieves the Student Association 
should be permitted to use Its 
funds to bring speakers to cam- 
pus, though he made no proposal 
on the matter. 
Pellegrinon also asked the Stu- 
dent Rights Committee to study 
Eastern's curfew hour for coeds 
and     said he considered    last 
spring's   curfew     liberalization 
unsatisfactory. 
Pellegrinon requested the in- 
creased student membership on 
Student Center Boards, he said, 
because such positions are re- 
sponsible for spending more than 
$35,000 in student entertain- 
ment funds and because the po- 
sitions will eventually direct ac- 
tivities of the new^ Student Cen- 
ter. 
Text Of Speech, 
Picture*, Page S 
"h* students are ever Jo-as- 
sume their rightful role as mem- 
bers of the University commun- 
ity," Pellegrinon said, "it must 
be recognized that there are some 
areas in which they must be given 
greater responsibility." 
"I can think of no area," he 
continued, "which is as pertin- 
ent to their position as students 
as is the composition of the 
Student Center Board." 
The Board now has seven stud- 
ents and seven faculty members 
or administrators. 
The Junior president proposed 
the ROTC discussion "to clarify 
the purpose and necessity of re- 
quiring one year of compulsory 
ROTC." 
"If the Administration con- 
siders such a policy to be bene- 
ficial to the Student Body, then 
it is only fitting that students 
be appraised of the Administra- 
tion's reasons for such deter- 
mination," Pellegrinon said. 
He also criticized Eastern's 
policy of requiring students to 
take courses In military training. 
As long as ROTC courses are 
required here Pellegrinon said, 
"I . . . shall never consider 
this to be a University In the 
truest sense." 
,, * > .;•*!* makes *t*e difference," 
be continued, "whether the com- 
pulsory policy is for one or two 
years. I do not think It approp- 
riate* to make compulsory such 
studies at an Institution which 
purports to give Its students 
a liberal arts education." 
ROTC courses now are re- 
quired for freshmen, though prior 
to this year they were required 
for freshmen and sophomores. 
Pellegrinon, apolitical science 
major, said he would establish 
guidelines     for Student Council 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
BY KAREN MARTIN 
Ms—gfcir Editor 
Seniors     Gail  Rhodes    and 
Audrey Morrison have received 
Woodrow  Wilson Fellowshlps-a 
•first" In Eastern's history of 
academic accomplishments. 
Called the "Pulitzer prise of 
education," the fellowships sin- 
gle out the potentially best col- 
lege   teachers  in  the country. 
Both coads are majoring in 
English at Eastern. 
Miss Morrison, who is from 
Mt. Sterling, Ky. said the honor 
' 'clears my way to getting a major 
scholarship," 
For Miss Rhodes, who Is the 
daughter of Dr. By no Rhodes, 
assistant professor of English, 
the fellowship is an aid In her 
ambition "to be Just like my high 
school English teacher." 
To qualify for the honor, the 
coeds were nominated by a mem- 
ber of the Eastern faculty. As 
finalists, they were Interviewed 
by the fellowship board. 
"It was an in-depth interview," 
Miss Morrison said, a sort of 
"verbal testing of English and 
literature." Since the interview 
Friday URE 
Deadline; 
P-F Wednesday 
was the last deciding event, "it 
was 30 very anxious minutes," 
she said. 
Both coeds have had near- 
perfect point averages in both 
their high school and' college 
work. 
Editorial, Pag* S 
Picture, Page 4 
"I've always been brought up 
in an atmosphere where school 
was stressed," Miss Rhodes 
said. Her study habits are clas- 
sic. She uses the "read, review 
and recite" method, and will 
study from 7 p.m. until 1 a.m. 
on class nights. 
However, Miss Morrison is 
"last minute Morrison," she 
claimed. "I am entirely unable 
to do anything until the moment 
of desperation comes." 
They agreed that good teachers 
helped in their education!. 
"I've had some of the better 
teachers at Eastern," Miss 
Rhodes said, "so I've had the 
willingness to work." 
Miss Morrison "places the 
blame" for her new success "on 
the shoulders of those individuals 
I consider fine teachers and fine 
human beings." 
The Fellows don't exactly fit 
an Intellectual stereotype. Miss 
Rhodes enjoys Gene Pitney and 
Beatle-style music along with 
Chopin and Korsakoff. Miss Mor- 
rison prefers Joan Baez, Bob 
Dylan, and Simon and Garfunkel. 
Neither girl does much creative 
writing outside of class. 
Both have applied at graduate 
schools. Miss Morrison has ap- 
Miss Crossfield 
Made. 4.0, Too 
The name of Joyce Crossfield 
was omitted from the Univer- 
sity's list of students who made a 
4.0 grade average" for toe fall 
semester. 
plied to the University of Vir- 
ginia, Vanderbilt University and 
the Universities of North and 
South Carolina. 
Miss Rhodes has applied at 
Virginia, Duke University, U- 
niversity of North Carolina, Ohio 
University, the University of 
Texas and University of Tennes- 
see. 
The coeds' applications to the 
University   of  Virginia are a   . 
feminist's challenge. "They've 
never  given  a scholarship to a 
girl," Miss Rhodes said. 
Both intend to follow up their 
their master's degree with a Ph. 
D. 
Dr. Glenn Carey, associate 
dean in the College of Arts and 
Sciences and the campus Wilson 
Foundation representative, said 
"I'm delighted that Eastern's 
quality of education has been rec- 
ognized." 
"The selection is an outstand- 
ing honor," he added. 
Nomination for the fellowships 
were made through Dr. Carey's 
office earlier this year. 
The Undergraduate Record Ex- 
amination registration deadline 
is tomorrow. Saniors planning to 
graduate in June or August this 
year who wish to take the URE 
should report to the Institutional 
Research Office, Fourth Floor 
Jones Building. The exam will 
be given, free of charge, March 
21, 1970. Students taking the 
exam should report to the Ferrell 
Room at 8 a.m for room assign- 
ment. The exam la not required 
for graduation. 
The deadline for dropping a 
course without a grade , chang- 
ing from credit to audit and 
changing to Pass-Fall is Wed- 
nesday, Feb. 26. May 6 is the 
last day a course may be dropped. 
Sorority Rush To Begin Saturday 
Sorority spring rush has been 
scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 22 
through Saturday.Feb. 28. In or- 
der to rush, women must have 
registered, have completed 12 
hours at Eastern, and have a 2.0 
cumulative standing. 
Saturday morning Feb. 21,at 11 
a.m. there will be a required 
meeting for all rushees in Brock 
Auditorium in the Administration 
Building to discuss rush rules. If 
not able to attend, women must 
contact Mary Moore. 
Sunday, a tea will be held by 
all of the sororities in Walnut 
Hall for the rushees from 2:30 
to 4:30. Areas will be designa- 
ted for each sorority and women 
will visit each area. All parties 
after this will be by invitation 
only which toe rushees will re- 
ceive through their rush- coun- 
selor. Rushees will be appointed 
to rush counselors at the meet- 
ing Saturday morning. 
Women   will   be divided  into 
groups   of a-1 Saturday  morn- 
ing and will follow these divis- 
ions throughout rush. The first 
round of parties will be held 
Monday night for groups a-f. 
Groups a-c will begin with Al- 
pha Delta Pi's party from 5:30 
to 6:10 p.m., Alpha Gamma Del- 
ta from 6:20 to 7 p.m., Chi 
Omega from 7:10 to 7:80 p.m., 
Delta Theta from 8 to 8:40 p.m., 
Kappa Delta from 8:50 to 9:30 
p.m., and Kappa Phi Delta from 
9:40 to 10:20 p.m. 
Monday night groups d»f will 
follow the following schedule: 
from 5:30 to 6:10 p.m. Chi O- 
mega, 6:20 to 7 p.m. Delta The- 
ta, 7:10 to 7:50 Kappa Delta, 
8 to 8:40 p.m. Kappa Phi Delta, 
8:50 to 9:30 p.m. Alpha Delta 
Pi, and 9:40 to 10:20 p.m. Al- 
pha Gamma Delta. 
Tuesday night groups g-i will 
follow the same schedule as a-c 
did on Monday night and J-l will 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
Aw, G'mon, Ref! 
Saturday night's Eastern-Murray basketball 
game has been ruled unofficial by Ohio Valley 
Conference Commissioner Art Ouepe due to 
a clock malfunction. The game "ended" with 
Eastern ahead 79-78, though one clock showed 
nine seconds left while the other clock show- 
ed that time had run out Ouepe said that 
the two schools would work out a solution 
to the problem which might include replaying 
either the last 10 seconds or playing the 
second half. Murray Coach Cal Luther was 
quoted Tuesday as saying he would not 
bring his team here to play a 10-second 
game. The Murray player here points to the 
contradicting clocks at  game's end. 
(Photo by Schley Cox) 
AND IT'S HANDLED WITH CARE 
Campus Mail Volume Is 10,000 Daily- - Not Counting Dorms' 
Mail Call 
Yes,  that's mall. It gets delivered to Eastern students  In ■now, sleet, hail, or whatever — without too many problems. (Photo by Thomas Riddell) 
{EDITOR'S NOTE: The 
gross revives its m-depth cover- 
age this Issue with an article 
on mall service at Eastern.) 
BY JOHN PERKINS 
News Editor 
If all the pieces of mail which 
dallv comes, to Eastern were 
placed on the ground end to end, 
Claude H. Bivlns would have to 
make sure that they're picked 
up and delivered to the right 
people. 
Bivlns, who has since October, 
1967, been Director of the Divis- 
ion of Institutional Services at 
Eastern, is the man who is-a- 
mong other things-responsible 
for the huge volume of mall which 
arrives  at  Eastern every day. 
The Campus Mail Distribution 
Center, in the basement of the 
administration building, is toe 
receiving point for about 10,000 
pieces of mail a day, according 
to Bivlns. That's about four 
truckloads of mall which Bivlns 
and his six employes to toe mall 
center must sort every day. 
And that's just half the story. 
The people who work at toe 
mall center don't handle any of 
the students' mail which is sent 
to  toe   20  dorms  on campus. 
"We Just distribute toe official 
mall which comas to Eastern... 
for the faculty and the adminis- 
tration," says Bivlns. "Campus 
mail goes directly from toe down- 
town post office to the dorms." 
Eastern mail-for both the fac- 
ulty and the students--comprises 
from 40 to 50 per cent of all 
mail which comes to toe Rich- 
mond post office, according to 
Harry Moberly, Richmond post- 
master. 
Moberly says that student 
workers carry most of toe work 
load for distributing toe campus 
mall. "We Just deliver mall 
sacks to the dorms," he says, 
"and the students do the rest" 
According to Bivlns, who has 
also been charged with oversee- 
ing campus mall distribution, 
"We have never heard any ser- 
ious complaints about toe work 
of the student dorm mail clerks. 
Oh, there might be some occas- 
ional grumblings about toe mail 
being put up a little bit late in 
the dorms...but we've never had 
any major trouble." 
Bivlns says that usually the 
only complaints he receives are 
from faculty members who seem 
to think that Eastern's'mail cen- 
ter is sometimes inefficient 
"People come down to the of- 
fice and want to know why they 
haven't gotten a certain piece of 
mall they were expecting," Biv- 
lns says. "They want to know how 
far. behind we are. The fact is, 
we're never behind." 
Bivlns says that mall theft has 
never been a big problem at 
Eastern. Students sometimes 
come to him to ask about a check 
or some money there were wait- 
ing  for  in the  mall, he  says. 
"But most of the time they'll 
go home to find out that who- 
ever It was who was going to 
send them money Just forgot to 
do it," Bivlns explains. 
> 
'We Certainly Have A Lot Of Money 
Floating Around In Student Mail, But 
Fortunately No One Has Tried To 
Cause Any Big Trouble." 
Bivlns thinks that most people 
who might be tempted to tamper 
with the mall are wary of the 
stiff federal penalties for steal- 
ing mail. 
"We  certainly  have  a  lot of 
money floating around In student 
mall,"   Bivlns  says. "But for- 
tunately   no  one has  tried  to 
cause any big trouble." 
One of the big problems with 
mail distribution on campus, ac- 
cording to Bivlns, is the fact that 
letters are addressed incor- 
rectly. 
"Sometimes someone will add- 
ress a letter to 'Jane Doe-East- 
ern Kentucky University.' 
"I don't have to explain why 
that won't work," Bivlns says. 
Bivlns says that all mail in- 
sufficiently addressed is sent to 
the mail center, and that it might 
take days for an incorrectly ad- 
dressed letter to finally reach the 
right dorm. 
Blvins' obvious advice to stud- 
ents is to be sure that all their 
friends know the right address, 
and use it. There isn't much time 
to chase down a wrong address 
with almost 20,000 pieces of mail 
coming to both the mail center 
and the campus every day. 
Incidentally, in case you've 
been trying to figure it out- 
20,000 pieces of mail laid end to 
end would stretch almost a mile 
and a half. 
I 
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PERCEPTIVE SPEECH MADE 
Proposals Deptrve Consideration - And Approval 
Student Association President Jim Pel- 
legrinon made several perceptive proposals 
Tuesday in his address to the campus com- 
munity. 
The proposals in part reflect a search 
for more student responsibility in the af- 
fairs of governing the University. 
During a time which students at East- 
em have been labeled by some as apathetic, 
it is refreshing that the student president 
has asked for measures which would great- 
ly increase the authority and involvement 
of STUDENTS — this institution's most 
cherished commodity. Indeed, without stu- 
dents, there would be no need for regents, 
administrators, professors or academic 
buildings. 
Particularly well-received by students 
should be Pellegrinon's proposal that future 
Student Center Boards be composed by a 
majority of students. The current makeup 
of the board, whose responsibility is obtain- 
ing entertainment for Eastern concerts, is 
seven faculty members or administrators 
and seven students. 
The reasoning behind Pellegrinon's re- 
commendation is unquestionably sound. 
Students should know better than anyone 
else the entertainers which their fellow stu- 
dents want most to perform here. 
Moreover, there is a financial aspect. 
Students by virtue of their fees which are 
used to bring performers to campus should 
have the controlling vote in decisions ex- 
pending the finances toward which they 
contributed. 
« » r    t      \ 
% Another proposal — and a shrewd one — 
asks mat a panel discussion be conducted 
between four administrators and four stu- 
dents "to clarify the purpose and necessity 
of requiring one year of compulsory 
ROTO" 
This request should result in a face-to- 
face discussion about Eastern's ROTC pol- 
icy. The administration, it seems, can not 
gracefully ignore or reject this proposal. 
As Pellegrinon said, "If the administra- 
tion considers such a policy to be benefical 
to the Student Body, then it is only fitting 
that students be appraised of the Adminis: 
tration's reasons for such determination." 
The proposal indeed is logical. The 
ROTC policy here has been an issue for 
three years at the least. Though Eastern 
President Robert R. Martin emphatically 
told the Progress earlier this year that the 
policy would not be reviewed until the 
spring of 1971, a panel discussion would 
do no harm whatsoever. At the least, it 
would broaden the perspectives on a topic 
which needs it badly. 
We must agree, too, with two other 
of Pellegrinon's remarks. 
One of them stated that the Student As- 
sociation should be permitted to spend its 
funds to bring qualified and knowledgeable 
speakers to the campus. Even though the 
student Entertainment Fund is used to bring 
speakers to campus, we believe that the Stu- 
dent Association should be permitted to 
use its funds to finance its own speakers if 
it so desires. 
Pellegrinon also asked that the Student 
Council be empowered to appoint students 
to University committees, rather than sub- 
!! mitring a list of candidates from which the* 
IIIIIIII 
Instant Replay On Finals? 
BY JOE 
RICHMOND, Ky. — All final exams 
given three weeks ago at Eastern Kentuc- 
ky University have been ruled unofficial 
due to a clock malfunction. 
Students had claimed that there were 
10 seconds left during all exam periods, 
but that professors sounded the buzzer early 
and ended the test periods. 
' The blame was placed on a lack of syn- 
chronism between watches of the students 
and clocks in University buildings which 
professors used. 
Students took their protests to academic 
officials who ruled that tests must be re- 
administered at the end of the semester. 
The ruling was made after professors ran 
their clocks through a dozen 120-minute 
periods, after the students complained, and 
found that each time the clocks had lost 10 
seconds. 
EDWARDS 
"For 119 minutes and 50 seconds it was 
a heck of a test," one student said. "Then 
it ended — to the shock of all of us." 
The student said that he had just answer- 
ed an I-D question before the testing period 
was halted. 
"There were 12 seconds left," the stu- 
dents said, "then 11, 10 and all of a sudden 
the bell sounded." 
"I was stunned — I was planning some 
strategy for those last 10 seconds," he con- 
tinued. 
"The test was real important to me," the 
student said. "It was the whole semester 
down the drain in 10 seconds." 
"A class is never over till the last ques- 
tion is answered," he said. 
"It's a good thing this didn't happen at 
a basketball game," he added. 
University president selects the final ap- 
pointees. 
We agree with the proposal on the as- 
sumption that the Student Council is re- 
sponsible enough not to abuse any such ap- 
pointment power. 
We hope a speech similar to Tuesdays 
becomes traditional for Eastern's student 
president. It provides an outlet for a re- 
view of policy and for a means of formal 
recommendations. 
Tuesday's proposals, most importantly, 
were clear, logical and certainly reasonable. 
We hope Eastern's decision-makers give all 
of them their fullest consideration — and 
final approval. 
Irritations Are 
Pollution's Signs 
You're coughing, but there's no flu going 
around. Take a drink of water. The water 
tastes terrible. How about a breath of fresh 
air? Breathe deeply — and you're worse 
off than before. 
Minor irritations? No. There's worse to 
come. Like no air. No water. And no you. 
These "minor irritations" are some of the 
danger signals of pollution that scientists 
have been predicting, the federal govern- 
ment has been considering, and the public 
has been ignoring. 
Ignorance has given us a good start in 
the development of a stink generation for 
the 70's. The last 25 years of growth in the 
American way of fife — we call it "pro- 
gress" — has resulted in what some are 
calling the rape of America. 
The public has been acting like it is the 
last generation to Occupy earth. 
Dr. Branley A. Branson, Eastern profes- 
sor of biology, discussed some of the big- 
gest concerns in pollution for The Progress. 
"It's a matter of ecology," he said. "Man 
is a member of the ecosystem where all of 
nature has to mesh together. 
"Man is not above this ecosystem," he 
maintained. "Yet, man has always assumed 
that he is to USE nature as he saw fit." 
Unfortunately, this assumption has proved 
wrong. Man's "use" of water carries a $30 
billion price tag and an eight-year term to 
restore water to usefulness. Even the Ken- 
tucky River, running through the Boones- 
boro student hangout, has a dangerously 
high bacterial count — filled by pollutants 
"used" in progress.' 
As for the land, Walter J. Hickel, Secre- 
tary of the Interior, believes: "Now there 
is no more frontier and people can see with 
their own eyes what1 is going to happen if 
we don't get technology in balance with 
our environment." 
Who's looking? Kentucky has played 
King Coal by strip mining vast areas of the 
state. "It brings money into Kentucky," the 
(ConUnned $m Page Three) 
Feiffer 
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Idea Not Original 
Dear Editor: 
"It la with great pleasure that today I am 
announcing MY OWN EXCLUSIVE PLAN for 
ending the war In Vietnam." 
So began the editorial of the Ninth Column 
In last week's Progress, written by student 
editor Joe Edwards. 
It Is with a heavy heart (a borrowed phrase) 
that I must call the editorial nothing more than 
plagiarism. The idea Is not original, but appear- 
ed in the Feb. 9, 1070 Issue of Tune Msgaime, 
To be move specific, on page she 
Pity not malice prompted this reply, Mr. Ed- 
wards, pity for the University Community. The 
Progress as the voice of this community can 111 
afford the space given your editorial, because 
with space used by advertisements and organ- 
izations there Is little left to warrant calling 
this paper a paper. 
Jon D. May 
211 Langford CL 
Richmond, Kentucky 
(The IDEA for last week's "Ninth Column" 
was Inspired by one general sentence In Time, 
Last week's satirical column was a detailed 
PLAN and original In Its entirety. Time Mag- 
azine In no way proposed that which 
printed In "Ninth Column.'' — Editor) 
Wilson Fellows An Eastern First 
Eastern's academic image took a presti- 
gious leap this' week as two students were 
awarded Woodrow Wilson Fellowships. 
Since this high honor was a first for tho> 
campus, it is a significant step in helping 
Eastern achieve an even more academic at' 
mosphere. 
Nominations for the award were made 
by faculty members. Gail Rhodes and Aud- 
rey Morrison, both English majors, began 
an eager period of waiting. As semi-final- 
ists they were extensively interviewed in 
Cincinnati by a board who dwelt upon 
personality factors and fields of interest ex- 
perienced by the nominees. 
Academically involved students should 
not be stereotyped on this campus if these 
recipients are representative of others. Their 
interests range from Miss Morrison's love 
of folk music to Miss Rhodes* love of clas- 
sical music and Gene Pitney, 
Both coeds want to go into teaching after 
further study, and with the backgrounds 
that they have established and the gpals for 
which they are striving, they should be able 
to extend their influences to.a great many 
students when they enter the profession. 
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Students; Explain Their 'I Don't Care' Attitudes 
BY KEN GREEN 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: "VoUing Haea"'!»•**£- 
ul*r feature of The I»naJ— «d 
reflect as much atadent opiniaa i 
is aa outlet for hahactag Pragrai 
reader opinions. Surveys priated 
Place" are sot neeeaaarOj the viem of a n«a- 
jority of Eastern students. 
Eighteen of 20 students selected at ran- 
dom this week have admitted they are 
apathetic toward the Eastern community. 
The remaining two insisted that they 
had no.apathetic attitudes toward school 
relations although both admitted that many 
of their fellow classmates have often ex- 
hibited "lack of emotion" and varying in- 
difference toward a number of campus af- 
fairs. 
When asked to explain his unconcern, 
Mike Snyder, a junior sociology major, said, 
"Students are apathetic because they think 
the administration is apathetic toward 
thern.'^ 
Snyder said that he was most indifferent 
toward "matters other than the administra- 
tion." 
A somewhat different approach was pre- 
sented by Herb Hancock, a senior history 
ion 
Page Two) 
mine operators-say. Maybe for them. But 
what they're perpetrating is socio-economic 
pollution — taking land for an economy 
based on land. When the land runs out, so 
does the money. And the people. 
Then, of course, there is the air pollution 
brought about by burning the mined coal. 
However, according to Dr. Branson, the 
biggest problem that must be faced is pol- 
lution of the mind that believes the right 
to pollute is a constitutional right. 
"Until we have an environmental disas- 
ter/' Dr. Branson said, "nothing will be 
done. 
Yet he sees a few "musts" to be done. 
One is population control, a zero increase 
of people. "Otherwise," Dr. Branson pre- 
dicted, "the children in the future    will 
starve to death." 
Another more immediate proposal' is to 
deal with the pollufiofT rfroDleTrTtn me col- 
leges. 
and social science major. Although Han- 
cock claims no personal apathy, he does 
admit that it "exists in large volume among 
other students" and went further to say that 
"Eastern doesn't create apathetic students, 
the students themselves create an apathetic 
Eastern." 
Reviews 
When asked to describe an apathic stu- 
dent, Hancock described such an individ- 
ual as "someone who hasn't taken the time 
to consider either side of the issue because 
he would just as soon let the whole matter 
drop from his mind." 
Much comment was directed toward an 
S&G 'Bridge' Is 'Superb Recording' 
BY JTJDI LEDFOED 
"Bridge Over Troubled Water," Simon 
and Garfunkel's first album in over two 
years, is a superb recording, destined to be- 
way. Consequently, it's impossible for this 
reviewer to rate the songs from one to 11 
in order of preference. After listening to 
each selection a few times, thos which were 
come their greatest triumph thus far in their not particular favorites at first become mom 
musical career. favorable. 
Nine songs on the album are original "Bridge Over Troubled Water" is going 
Paul Simon compositions. He wrote die to be one of the most discussed and most 
lyrics to a 10th for which Jorge Milchberg wanted albums this year. It will certainly 
did the arrangement. The 11th is an Everly give endless hours of listening pleasure to 
Brothers hit of the late 1950's. 
The influence of contemporary musicians 
is evident in this exciting LP in which this 
talented team display their versatility as 
song-writer and performers. 
The title song, which is one of radio's 
most requested records since its release as a 
single, is not unlike a Jim Webb composi- 
tion. The sound of The Brooklyn Bridge 
can also be heard in this number. The use 
of piano and strings has helped Simon and 
Garfunkel create a new sound — and per- 
haps a new image — completely different 
from any of their previous works. 
those who make it a part of their collection. 
Brel's Album Alive, 
Does Well Musically 
"El Condor Pasa," the newly-arranged 
18th century Peruvian folk melody, is an 
unusual sound to be included in a collec- 
tion of songs such as this. 
"Bye Bye Love," the aforementioned 
Everly Brothers hit of 1957, was apparent- 
ly done live in concert, and has to be one 
of the most exciting songs on the album. 
Also reflecting the rock sounds of the late 
50's and early 60s is "Keep The Customer 
Satisfied." 
•^rrfc^ftOTHarof the inimitable Beatles 
Can b-fdt in "Why Don't You Write Me 
"Every college student must take courses 
in environmental education," Dr. Branson 
maintained. "Right noW there's a lack of 
awareness of the problem, a lack of rele- 
vance for life to environment. 
"This ignorance will eventually cause the 
destruction of life." 
In an age of vital issues, the problem of 
pollution is the most important —- and most 
dangerous, if it is ignored. 
If environmental education is.taken into 
the college curriculum, pollution won't be 
ignored. 
And maybe some of that hue and cry 
about relevance in a college education would 
be eliminated. What's more relevant than 
how to maintain life? 
An4 the stink generation of the 70's 
could be eliminated. 
ancl^Song For The Asking." Shades of 
country, rock, folk and the Beach Boys are 
reflected in "Baby Driver." 
Although it is an original Paul Simon 
composition, the sound of "So Long, Frank 
Lloyd Wright" is one I've hear before — I 
simply can't remember where.. One of the 
smoothest songs on the LP, this one gives 
the feeling of floating on a cloud. 
The three remaining numbers sound more 
like previous Simon and Garfunkel re- 
leases. "The Boxer" is in the same vein 
as "Mrs. Robinson." The sound — not the 
lyrics — in "Cecilia" are somewhat remini- 
scent of "Falun' It." Their original sound 
has been brought up to date in "The Only 
Living Boy In New York." 
While each song may resemble another 
in some way, each is unique in at least one 
UP-FRONT FASHION 
ay FREEMAN 
It's the look that's right now. 
Squared, buckled, bold. Bitter 
Brown Action-Finish Grain, also 
Black. 
BT BOB CARVER 
"Jacques Brel Is Alive and Well and 
Living In Paris" is a collection of twenty- 
two stirring songs, composed by the gen- 
tleman of the title, who also wrote the 
original French lyrics,   i i 
The four voices heard on the album aro 
those of adaptor-lyricist-musical director 
Mort Shuman, Elly Stone, Shawn Elliot and 
Alice Whitfield. They perform the songs 
as solos or in various combinations against 
a background of piano, percussion, guitar, 
trumpet, flute, oboe and xylophone under 
the direction of Wolfgang Knittel. These 
five artists — especially Shuman and Miss 
Stone; prove that Brel is indeed alive. 
The jangly songs (with almost doggerel 
lyrics) are somewhat repetitive musically, 
but fascinating nevertheless. Each is a self- 
contained playlet, with a beginning, a mid- 
dle
 «P4.«?.?n4- ThosP ^d on &* .album 
inclu'd^^'T^rathbri," *$bpe.w iffiEB 
Frieda- ^Jac^^'^^^^'-Amster- 
danV," "Old Folks," "Mariejce," "Funeral 
Tango," and "Next." My favorites, which 
are audible to almost any late-night tele- 
viewer, are: "Carousel" and "If We Only 
Have Love." This last song mates a slow 
rock beat with a simple, honest, moving 
lyric. 
All of these songs are full of life, death, 
love, hate, happiness an$ pain. I know it 
sounds trite here, but it doesn't on the al- 
bum.' Listen to these songs of sailors and 
prostitutes, the aged and the young, and 
you'll want to hear them all again and 
again. 
.r. 
alleged situation in downtown Richmond 
where student extra-curricular activity is 
offered. The source for the instilled uncon- 
cern was placed upon the community en- 
vironment which encompasses the Eastern 
campus. 
Dave Sipple, a junior majoring in psy- 
chology, said he has become "indifferent 
to spite the campus community" for what 
he claims to be an attempt to "undermine 
the best interests of college students." 
Sipple charges such "undermining" as 
the "closing of Speck's and other severe re- 
strictions placed on other student hangouts 
by city officials." 
Much of the "suitcasing" on weekends, 
according to Sipple, is a "result of this nega- 
tive action against Eastern's students." 
Ron Poling, a senior pre-medicine major, 
feels that he has become increasingly indif- 
ferent in "the last year or so." He thinks 
this is due to "growing pains" on the part 
of Eastern in relation to the Richmond com- 
munity. 
May I Quote You? 
"The Administration is to be commended 
for listening to and acting upon certain 
matters of previous student concern. But 
we must all recognize that we have a great 
deal more to accomplish if we are to con- 
tinue to progress and in so doing justify 
our being called a University." 
— Student Association President Jim 
Pellegrinon in an address Tuesday. 
"I don't feel he'll veto anything." 
— Kentucky State Senate Minority Lead- 
er Wendell Van Hoose, predicting that Gov. 
Louie B. Nunn will approve the 1970-72 
state budget. i 
"We are not going to allow this type of 
behavior to kill Mardi Gras." 
— New Orleans Mayor Victor H. 
Schiro discussing rowdyism during the city's 
annual Mardi Gras celebration. 
"My God, I'm glad-it's over." 11 ,., 
rf Chemistry prof essor at Columbia 
University, after the institution found a 
permanent president following an 18-month 
search. 
"Richmond has let Eastern down," Poling 
insists, and further explains, "Eastern has 
been, and still is, undergoing a rapid change 
in growth while the static Richmond com- 
munity which surrounds our campus tends 
to stifle this necessary growth." Poling pro- 
poses that "it is necessary for Richmond to 
grow with Eastern." 
Dan Boeh, a junior, admitted his apathy 
and continued to say that he and many 
other students are "hesitant to criticize 
policies that they can do very little or 
nothing to change." 
Another factor that tends to encourage 
unconcern on the part of the student, ac- 
cording to a female senior, is the fear that 
her standing with the administration could 
be "jeopardized by openly voicing my opin- 
ions." 
Such expressions of attitude, given to the 
wrong persons, could pose "a serious threat" 
to her college career, she claimed. 
One student also said, "I used to be 
apathetic last year, and now I just don't 
care what happens." 
■^"■" 
Have A 
News Tip? 
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Call The Progress 
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age 4, Eastern Progress, Thurs., Feb. 19, 1970 . Martin Opposes Central Control 
At Education Committee Meeting 
I ■ 
The Winners 
Audrey Morrison, left, and Gall Rhodes, have 
been awarded Woodrow Wilson Fellowships, 
the first students in Eastern history selected. 
Both are senior English majors. Last year 
•       , Margaret Lunsford won an Honorable Men- 
tion citation In the fellowship  competition. 
(Photo by Thomas D. Riddell) 
BY KAREN MARTIN 
Managing: Editor 
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Eastern Pr- 
esident Robert R.  Martin test- 
ified In Frankfort yesterday In 
opposition to a bill that would 
centralise program planning of 
state Institutions. 
Dr. Martin and other presidents 
met with the Committee on High- 
er Education to give their views 
on the bill. 
In the bill, provision Is made 
to strengthen a central program 
planning committee that would 
determine the need and scope 
of undergraduate and graduate 
programs at the state Institu- 
tions. 
In addressing the committee, 
Dr. Martin said, "You are mov- 
ing into the area of control," 
and maintained that the same 
answers won't be made on every 
campus. 
Dr. Martin explained that a 
careful procedure was followed 
to Institute new programs on cam- 
pus. 
The presidents protested that 
the impersonality of a central 
planning board could not adequat- 
ely consider the needs of each 
state institution. 
"Can you imagine bringing 
someone into the state as chan- 
cellor to speak for these insti- 
tutions?" Dr. Martin asked. He 
added, "I don't think you can im- 
pose that kind of creature in 
Kentucky." callinr it "another 
bureaucracy In Frankfort" 
Dr. Harry M. Sparks. Murray 
State University president also 
maintained that a "generalised 
staff would not meet the needs" 
of each institution. 
University of Kentucky Pres- 
ident Otis Singletary, said that 
the introduction of centralised bo- 
ards for higher education in other 
states resulted In either a "sub- 
merging of the institution" or 
a "ruckus". 
The group of presidents em- 
phasised that bettor coordination, 
not control, was needed in higher 
education. 
In connection with this co- 
ordination, budget appropriations 
for the Institution were discussed. 
The presidents were asked if 
they could not make out a min- 
imum budget for their institu- 
tions' needs. 
Dr. Martin explsined that his 
budget proposal was realistic. 
"We are hoping for a cost of 
living Increase," he said, but 
the university would have to "op- 
erate with the same number of 
people". He added that the leg- 
islature "cannot fault us for say- 
ing what the level should be." 
Eastern's proposed budget cal- 
led for an Increase In the num- 
ber of faculty members to main- 
tain "an ideal student-teacher 
ratio". 
Earle Combs 
Dinner March 10 
~ 
Job-Hunters, Take Note: 
Placement Office Has 'Em 
BY PATRICIA CARR 
Academics Editor 
Looking for a Job? 
Eastern's   Placement Service 
Is designed    to put   graduates 
and prospective    employers in 
contact with each other. 
"The Placement Office's main 
purpose Is to help our graduates 
get employment. Placement is 
our largest work. We work main- 
ly with our graduating seniors,' 
John L. Vlckers, placement di- 
rector, said Tuesday. 
"We are also Interested in 
helping our undergraduate stu- 
dents get summer Jobs," be 
said. "Summer employment is 
available with the state and fed- 
eral government at parks and na- 
tional resorts." 
Students interested inapplylng 
for Jobs should check bulletin 
boards for placement service 
listings. A complete listing Is 
available In the Placement Office. 
Appointments for interviews 
with recruiters should be made 
In advance at the Placement Of- 
fice, Third Floor, Jones Build- 
ing. Interviews, which are 30 
minutes long start at 9 a.m. and 
last until 4:30 p.m. ever day 
during the school year. 
"For the first time this year 
we have adequate facilities for 
our operations," Vlckers said. 
"We have a large new office 
area with seven interview rooms, 
a library and adequate bulletin 
board space." 
The placement library contains 
career information and teacher 
certification requirements for 
every state. Students may obtain 
literature on career opportunities. 
"We urge the students to use 
our library In finding out about 
Job opportunities both in-state 
and out-of-state," Vlckers said. 
"All graduating seniors should 
file credentials with the placement 
office," he said. "The creden- 
tials include certain professional 
and personal data and references. 
We keep these credentials on 
file In the office. It Is impor- 
tant that  tee credentials    are 
filed with us and are kept cur- 
rent." 
The credentials establish a 
basic record of school and 
work data, and grow into a career 
history. Students or alumni who 
correspond with prospective em- 
ployers may advise the employ- 
ers that their placement creden- 
tials and references may be ob- 
tained from the placement service 
upon request. 
These records are a permanent 
and confidential file. They are 
available only to prospective em- 
ployers and graduate schools. 
Credential forms may be obtained 
in the Placement Office. 
"Everyone that is expecting 
to graduate this year should 
watch our bulletins for listings 
that interest them.     Then they 
should call our office to make 
appointments," Vlckers said. 
"They should do mis during 
their entire senior year so that 
they will be assured of getting 
to see those recruiters that 
they are interested in." 
Concert 
Tonight 
The Community Concert Ser- 
ies continues tonight at 8 in 
Brock Auditorium with music by 
song stylists Earl Wrlghtsonand 
Lois Hunt. Wrighteon and Hunt 
have appeared on National Net- 
work television shows and have 
toured the country appearing In 
musical plays. Eastern students 
will be admitted on their ID card. 
3tyl> 
Iniupraitg 
KH 
CussdWH 
take 
The new look is taking over. 
His tank top (by Lamplighter) 
over the full sleeved body 
shirt gives the casual feel 
as well as the look. Check 
those care-free slacks. 
They're new this year, too. 
Even the gals are going with 
tank tops! This one is a 
longer knit version worn over 
a long tab collar blouse and 
flared denim pants. What a 
way to relax. 
Master-charge 
®bc HuiurrsitiJ §>hop 
211 W-NT St. 423.W74 
Earle B. Combs the only Ken- 
tuckian elected to baseball's Hall 
of Fame, will be honored March 
10 with a testimonial dinner ex- 
pected to attract some of the 
game's biggest names. 
The dinner, sponsored Jointly 
by the Richmond-Madison Coun- 
ty community and Eastern, is sch- 
eduled for 6:80 p.m. in the Stu- 
dent Union. 
Combs, who was elected Feb. L 
as leaddff batter for the New 
York Yankee's notorious Murder- 
er's Row of the 1920's andlvSO's. 
He is vice chairman of Eastern's 
Board of Regents. 
Combs, TO. lives on Us farm 
near Paint Lick in Madison Coun- 
ty. 
Joe DiMagfto who inherited 
Combe' centerfleld position for 
the Yankees is tentatively listed 
•s the guest speaker. DiMaggio 
Is currently coaching the Oak- 
land Athletlcsf,   who ha^e b9im 
spring training. ^^ 
' Waits Hoyt, Combs' Yankee 
teammate,, also is expected to 
«tend and is one of several 
scheduled to speak at the gath- 
ering. 
Nnnns Are Invited 
In addition to some of the 
outstanding names in baseball, 
Kentucky Gov. Louie B. Nunnand 
Mrs. Nunn are expected to be on 
hand to honor Combs, who was 
known . in his heyday as the 
Kentucky Colonel. 
Also, Judge Bert T. Combs of 
the Sixth U.S. District Court 
and a former Kentucky governor, 
and A.a (Happy) Chandler, for- 
mer baseball commissioner and 
governor of Kentucky, are sche- 
duled to attend. Invitations have 
been extended, senators and con- 
gressmen from Kentucky. 
"We hope to make March 10, 
1970, a night to remember for 
everyone Invited, especially this 
fine gentleman who has given so 
much for his state and the game 
of baseball," said Eastern pres- 
ident,   Dr.   Robert  R.   Martin. 
Numerous awards and testi- 
monials also are scheduled and 
a number of special mementos 
will be given to all persons who 
attend toe dinner. 
Eighth On Committee 
The dinner is being coordinated 
by a committee of eight. In ad- 
dition to Feltner, members in- 
clude: Maffett; County Judge Rob- 
ert Turley; Chamber of Com- 
merce President Shirley Begley; 
Board of Regents representative 
Robert Begley; Eastern's Direc- 
tor of Alumni Affairs. J.W. 
(Spider) Thurman; Vice Presi- 
dent for Administration J.C. 
Powell, and Charles T. "Turkey" 
Hughes, baseball coach and for- 
mer _ Eastern  athletic  director. 
Combs got his start in base- 
ball wfth Eastern Kentucky State 
Teachers College and advanced 
through semi-pro leagues before 
spending two years 'with the 
Louisville Colonels. He joined 
toe Yankees in 1924. 
Although- he broke bis leg af- 
ter only 10 games, he hit .342 
the following season. 
Combs' big year was 1927, 
when the Yankees fielded per- 
haps the greatest unit in the his- 
tory of (he sport. Combs, Lou 
Gehrig, and Babe Ruth were toe 
mainstays on that team, which 
won 110 games, lost only 44, and 
averages six runs a game^ 
That was toe same year the 
Yankees won the World Series In 
a four-game sweep. Combs has 
a batting average of .860 for four 
World Series and a perfect field- 
ing percentage. 
In 1927, he bit .356 and led the 
league in hits, triples, and put- 
outs. 
Michael  Burke   president of 
the New York Yankees, made a 
(Contteaed on Page Ntee) 
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'Rhinoceros' Here 
March 12-14, 18-21 
BY JUDI LEDFVJRD        i;** huBJJn v****™ •* basical- 
Fine Arts Utter Although ''Rhinoceros'' is not 
Eugene Ionesco's "Rhino- the typical absurdist play Inform, 
ceros " the University Theatre's it is in approach. The play 
first comedy of the season, will deals with the topical issue of 
be presented March 12-14 and 18- conformity, the basic question 
21 at 8 p.m. in Pearl Buchanan being "to conform or not to con- 
Theatre, form." 
Miss Anne Bomar, the play's; The play takes place here. now. 
director, said, "Although we've; The tiranaulllty of a small town 
had one realistic play this sea- is disrupted one spring day by 
son, this Is the first play with a the appearance of one (or is it 
realistic format" • t*o?) rhinoceros (es). The rhino- 
Ionesco is one of the foremost ceros population quickly increas- 
wrtters of Theatre of the Ab- es. Before the townspeople have a 
surd of whlcha primary character- chance to recover from this phen- 
lstlc is the playwright viewing omonon, it Is discovered that the 
WE HOPE YOU 
ENJOYED THE PARADE. 
NOW. STAY TUNED FOR 
THE WZZA BOWL FROM 
NAPA. CALIFORNIA. WATCH 
THE M0Z2ARELLA MUSTANGS 
TANGLE WITH THE FEFPERONI 
PANTHERS; IT SHOULD BE 
A THRILLER!) 
*   O   O 9 
ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE 
110 South Second Stroot       Phono 423-5400 
I; 
rhinoceroses are actually hu- 
mans who have undergone an un- 
explalnable transformation. Soon 
the human population represents 
a minority. 
John Currans plays Berenger; 
Larry Pergram plays Jean: Bob 
Gray portrays Dundard; Fred 
Oe Jaco is Botard; Rudd Par- 
sons is Papillion, and Danny 
Kent is the Logician. 
Other cast members are Har- 
old McCay Don Meade, Mike 
Curry. Rich Diehl. Paul Praith- 
er, Debbie Rlckwald, Kathy Par- 
Is, Ros Rozen Tonl Trimble, 
Nan Fritz and Penny Hasekoes- 
ter. 
Keith Johnson is assistant di- 
rector. Horace KeUey, instructor 
of drama   and speech; is scene 
'Rushing' To A Close 
"Glad to meet you!" Repeated many times during fraternity 
rush, a first introduction — and impression — can be im- 
portant tor prospective pledges during this week's rush 
activities. Sorority rush begins Saturday. (Photo by Qng Whalen) 
NOW 
AVAILABLE 
HERFF JONES 
CLASS RINGS 
AT 
TAYLOR'S 
SPORTING GOODS 
Pork Shopping Contor   Eastern By-P 
Opon 11:00 ffM 9:00 
E A ^ ■» J *■■ ■     TIUBM     € ^sAe^fls^A^ssfc* Mooaay   inro JUISHVMI 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE-IN THEATRE 
4 M*M ftMrfh «i U3. 3S 
Sj^^^2W7JS^^ 
CLOSED 
TEMPORARILY 
WILL REOPEN 
SATURDAY 
NIGHT 
MARCH 7 
MOVIE STARTS 
7:30 P.M. 
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Pellegrinon Reviews Campus Conflict, Concern, Consensus 
One semester has passed since I actively assumed the office 
of Student Association President. In this brief span of time 
I have had the opportunity to witness and participate In pro- 
grams and events which helped to shape the structure and 
character of the University. Some of these programs and 
events about which I shall speak have been gratifying to 
me as an indication of the maturity and foreslghtedness of the 
University. Others have not. It is to those areas which have 
brought conflict, concern and consensus to the campus that I. 
wish to address my remarks this evening. 
On Nov. 18, 1969 members of this University witnessed 
and actively participated In an event which I consider one of 
the most significant to take place on this campus in my three 
years as a student at Eastern. This event was the Vietnam 
Moratorium. Although the views expressed by the partici- 
pants were important and extremely relevant to Eastern 
students, these views in themselves did not constitute the basic 
significance of the event. 
The significance of the Moratorium observance lay in the fact 
that controversial and politically volatile Issues became an 
object of contemplation and discussion among Eastern students. 
For one brief period students on this campus began to 
exhibit. that inquiring and questioning attitude which should 
be the hallmark of their position. It may be that no minds 
were changed by the events of Nov. IS, but I cannot help but 
think that many were opened. 
It Is more, and not less of this sort of activity which East- 
ern needs. There should be on this campus, a greater ex- 
posure to views, issues, and men who affect our lives. I do 
not mean exposure to these Issues for the sake of controversy, 
but exposure to them so that students may become better 
able to think and reach meaningful conclusions on questions 
of vital concern. I do not fear the exposure to ideas. It is their 
suppression against     which we must guard. In this regard I 
am pleased that the University Center. Board has begun to 
acquire, with money from the student entertainment fund, the 
services of speakers who can provide vitally needed Intel- 
lectual stimulus to the University Community. 
•Net 
I am not pleased that the Board of Regents has seen fit to 
prohibit the use of Student Association funds to bring speakers 
to campus. This ruling was based on the premise that two agen- 
cies which were funded by student money, The Student Enter- 
tainment Fund and the Student Association, should not compete 
for the acquisition of speakers. I do not consider this argu- 
ment valid. As long as there is a check by the Student Council 
on the disposal of Student Association Funds. I feel that the 
Student Association should have the right to use a limited' 
amount of its money to bring qualified and knowledgeable 
speakers to the campus. The Student Body cannot help but 
benefit   from such a policy. 
The Student Center Board which I have mentioned is com- 
posed of faculty, administrative, and student members. This 
board is responsible for dispersing the student entertain- 
ment fund and for determining the future composition of a 
board which will disperse these funds. Asa member of the Stu- 
dent Center Board it has been my pleasure to work with other 
faculty, administrative, and student members. These in- 
dividuals have spent a great amount of time acquiring and 
attempting to acquire entertainment and speakers for the 
campus. The success of the program to date could not have been 
possible without their efforts. For these reasons they should 
be commended by the Student Body. 
However, as President of the Student Association. I believe 
that the membership of a board which is responsible for the 
dispersal of over $35,000 In student entertainment funds and 
which will eventually be responsible for directing and activi- 
ties of the new Student Center should be composed of a major- 
ity of students. If students are ever to assume their rightful 
role as members of the University community, it must be recog- 
nized that there are some areas in which they must be given 
greater responsibility. I can think of no area which is as per- 
tinent to their position as students as in-the composition of the 
£ei 
future Stedeat- Center Boards be composed of 
lent Members. I shall further recommend that this pro- 
posal be directed to the present Student Center Board for 
adoption by that Board in the form of a recommendation 
to the President of the University. 
As I stated in the opening sentences of this address I wish 
to present this evening a resume of events which have changed 
or are causing new inquiry into the policies of the University. 
With this in mind I shall discuss certain proposals which were 
passed by the Student Council during the past semester. 
Four of these proposals I consider to be particularly Impor- 
tant. 
Proposals Listed 
They are the following proposals: (!) that the University abol- 
ish present policies of mandatory class attendance (2) that 
the present system of Freshman orientation be revised (3) 
that this entire area of Student health services be studied with 
the goal of providing more comprehensive physical and 
psychological care for Eastern students and (4) that the 
question of mandatory ROTC be studied anew with the goal 
of eliminating all compulsory military training   at Eastern. 
I am pleased to report that three of these proposals re- 
ceived the attention of the Administration. The question of 
mandatory class attendance will soon be under study by a com- 
mittee composed of students and faculty who were appointed 
by the President of tee University. 
The orientation program Is now being studied by two com- 
mittees, one created by the Student Council and the other ap- 
pointed by the President of the University. I am pleased to 
report that these committees have been cooperating In their 
efforts: and will Issue separate reports recommending changes 
and Improvements in the present program. 
The committee on Student Health Services has Informed me 
that the office of Student Affairs had been most co- opera - . 
tive in that committee's efforts to obtain information and as- 
sistance toward the goal of preparing a recommendation for 
action by the Student Council. The committee has also in- 
formed me that progress is being made by the University 
toward Implementing more comprehensive psychiatric and 
physical health services for the Student Body. 
In these areas the Administration Is to be commended for its 
effort to work with and listen to the members of the Student 
Association. 
I am not pleased to report that little progress has been made 
this year toward abolishing the policy of mandatory ROTC. 
I As long, as Eastern students are required by University policy 
to take courses in military training, I, as President of the Stu- 
i dent Association, shall never consider this to be a University f. in the truest sense. It makes little difference whether the 
.compulsory policy is for one or two years. I do not think it 
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The View From Here 
Members of the Student Association heard Pellegrinon's 
remarks to the campus community at their meeting: on 
Tuesday. (Photo by Greg* Whalen) 
appropriate to make compulsory such studies at an institution 
which purports to give its students a liberal arts education. 
I should like to make it clear that I am not against a volun- 
tary program. In fact, such a program might be particularly 
beneficial to the nation. 
I do suggest, however, that If the interests of the University 
are to be served that the Student Body and the Administration 
must not become- content, with the present policy. To let this 
matter-drop now, without further study, would render an in- 
justice to all concerned. I am therefore directing a request 
to the President of the University that he ask the Dean of 
Academic Affairs, the Chairman of ROTC Department, the 
Dean of Central University College, and the Chairman of last 
year's ROTC Study Committee to engage In a panel discus- 
sion before the Student Council with four representative 
members of the Student Association whom I shall select. 
The purpose of this panel discussion shall be to clarify the 
purpose and necessity of requiring one year of compulsory 
ROTC at Eastern. If the Administration considers such a pol- 
icy to be beneficial to the Student Body, then it is only fitting 
that students be appraised of the Administration's reasons 
for such determination. 
There is one final area which I will speak upon this evening. 
It is the report on Student Rights and Responsibilities which 
was adopted by the Board of Regents June 6 1969 and under 
which we as students live. There is little doubt that such a 
report was needed for a considerable period prior to its 
adoption. Although there are numerous areas of the report 
upon which I could address my remarks, I have chosen the 
one dealing with the appointment of voting student members 
to all University Committees. In terms of Its importance in 
recognizing the vital and Integral part students should play 
In the affairs of the University this policy represents the most 
significant aspect of the report. It is gratifying to know that the 
contribution which students can make toward Implementing 
new and imaginative programs which will foster the growth 
of the University, has at last been recognized. 
Although I am pleased that voting student members have 
been Included on University committees, I believe the man- 
ner in which these members are selected should be changed. 
As opposed to the present policy which requires (1) that the 
Student Council form a committee to recommend nominees 
for Council approval (2) that two nominees be submitted for 
each committee seat to be filled (3) that the President of the 
University make the final selection from nominees submitted 
by the Student Council or that he return the nominees and ask 
for additional names; I shall propose that the Student Council 
adopt a resolution recommending that the present method 
of appointing student members to University committees be 
changed so that In the future the Student Council need not sub- 
mit a list of nominees to the President of the University for 
approval but that the Council may itself appoint the Student 
members of University committees. I shall further propose 
that certain rules be established - to guide the Council's 
selection of committee members. I shall reveal these guide- 
lines upon presentation of the preceding proposal for Student 
Council approval. This proposal if adopted by the Council will 
be sent to the President of the University for his presentation 
to the Board of Regents. 
I again wish to state that I consider the Inclusion of voting 
student members on University committees to be the most sig- 
nificant step yet taken by the Board of Regents and the Ad- 
ministration of the University toward recognizing and making 
use of student talent. I have the greatest confidence in the 
ability of the Student Council to choose capable and qualified 
students to sit as members of these committees, for to choose 
other than the best students available would render a dis- 
service to toe Student Body and the University. This is some- 
thing I am sure the Council is  not prepared to do.  
For too long students, faculty, and administrators have 
been content with partial solutions to their problems. We 
must be willing to go more than half way In the recognition 
of student rights and responsibilities. The Student Associa- 
tion must be willing to accept and the Administration must 
be willing to grant the aforementioned authority to the Stu- 
dent Council if students are to be given the respect and con- 
fidence which they deserve. 
Dorm Regulations 
One finalsubjectmustbedlscussedthlsevening.lt is the mat- 
ter of dormitory regulations, specifically in regard to women's 
hours. Even though women's hours were liberalized last spring, 
I still do not consider this liberalization satisfactory. Not only 
must Freshmen adhere to these outdated dorm regulations 
but so too must Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors and Graduate 
Students who live in dorms. It Is superfluous to believe, that 
college women   are no better able to conduct themselves af- 
ter certain designated hours than before these hours. 
It is time for Eastern to take a long overdue step, which 
has all ready been taken by many similar insitutions, toward 
significantly reforming Its policies in regard to dormitory 
regulations. In this regard I am charging the Student Rights 
Committee with the task of studying this question and Issuing 
ft report to the Student Council with recommendations for 
action by that body. The Student Rights Committee must, of 
course, determine the manner in which It will examine this 
Issue. I do suggest, however, that the committee contact 
Institutions similar to Eastern so that it may inform Itself 
of their dormitory    regulations     and put Eastern's policies 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
'Furthermore' 
Student Association President 
Jim Pellegrinon suggested a 
panel discussion on Eastern's 
ROTC program, one ' of three 
proposals he made to the Asso- 
ciation for its consideration. (Photo by Greg Whalen) 
'As long as Eastern students are 
required by University policy to take 
courses in military training f. 
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He Likes America Cause 'It's The Land Of Ide 
BT SONJA FOLE Y 
Feature Editor 
Eastern has a college presi- 
dent in its philosophy depart- 
ment. 
Dr. Michael A. Machado" real- 
ly founded Nagpur University in 
India" and was attracted to East- 
ern because "it struck me as hav- 
ing     a  plan  for  the future." 
Twelve years ago he took a two- 
year study leave from Nagpur 
planning to attend Lorraine Uni- 
versity in Belgium. But he didn't 
know French, so he came to Du- 
quesne University in Pittsburgh. 
Duquesne offered him a Job so 
he   stayed on to teach there and 
earned  his  M.A. and Ph.D.   in 
existential phenomonology-- his 
specialty. 
First Degree 
"My first degree, " he said, 
"was In education—a post-grad- 
uate   degree in the British sys- 
tem  we  followed  at  Nagpur." 
He worked In the Indian school 
system as a principal and ob- 
tained an M.A. in political science 
at Nagpur. For seven years he 
studied oriental thought, and also 
history, economics political 
science, philosophy English lit- 
erature, music ana medicine. 
"I have my licentiate," he 
said, "In letters and philosophy 
which embraces the classics—the 
Latin and Greek." 
His doctorate dissertation was 
done on the French existential 
philosophy   of  Gabriel  Marcel. 
"I spent one summer at UC- 
LA" he said "Studying SansWrt 
under Dr. Melrhoffer a world 
authority from Vienna.'* 
Two years   before coming to 
Eastern, Dr. Machado was a visit- 
ing associate professor at Ohio 
University , teaching oriental 
philosophy and special courses In 
the honors  college. 
He knew Dr. John Cooper, head 
of Eastern's philosophy depart- 
ment, in South Carolina. Dr. Coop- 
er Invited him to visit Eastern. 
Symbol 
"It Immediately struck me as 
the symbol of the spirit of ad- 
venture," he said, "and as a bold 
new look into the future. I liked 
the campus and found the com- 
munity friendly. I tend to shy 
away from big cities and like lit- 
tle towns bettor,!' 
"Dr. Cooper Is a man of Ideas 
and has the spirit to forge ahead," 
he said. "As a personal friend 
I was happy to lend my serv- 
ices to this endeavor to help 
build a good program In philo- 
sophy and religion." 
This coming semester Dr. 
Machado will teach Eastern's 
first course In the philosophies 
of India—PHI 340. (PHI 810 
has been Incorrectly scheduled In 
Its place.) 
Deciding to become an Amer- 
ican citizen was a momentous de- 
cision for Dr. Machado. "While 
very close to dying in a German 
hospital, I realised that India 
did not need what I had to offer; 
America did." 
Cttisen 
In hope of serving the stu- 
dent community of the American 
college, be had to decide on one 
of two worlds. He became an 
American cititen In January of 
last year. 
"If s hard to live In two worlds.* 
Most of my family are In India; 
my brother and family are In 
Canada," he said. "But I like to 
think of myself as symbolizing 
the union between the East and 
West in my cultural and educa*. 
tlonal background; that's my uni- 
que  contribution to America." 
What a student needs is a sense 
of direction and vision In life, 
according to Dr. Machado. One of 
the tasks of the teaching profes- 
sion Is to communicate that, he 
added. 
Dr. Machado likes America 
because "If s the land of ideas." 
. But he Is also fond of Europe be- 
cause "It has so many facets of 
varying culture within a short 
range of travel." 
A Traveler 
He has traveled to Europe 
several times. In 1068 he stud- 
led French philosophical lit- 
erature lnSwltzerland and France 
and as a result he translated 
Gabriel Marcel's,"Presenceand 
Immortality" from French. 
In Germany inl9Q8, he married 
a German nurse whom he had met 
while 111 In a hospital    there. 
Foreign news coverage Intri- 
gues him. "It has quite a dif- 
ferent slant. In Germany It Is 
excellent and vary representa- 
tive of all parts of the world- 
wlthout the Interference of com- 
mercials." 
During his leisure time Dr. 
Machado enjoys carpentry and 
classical music. 
"My wife   and I still cook our 
native dishes    by obtaining In- 
dian spices from New York or 
some     friends In England and 
shopping  In a German village 
in  Columbus,  Ohio,"   he said. 
"We miss places to walk; we 
were used to the Black Forest 
In Germany. Here we have to 
go far to Natural Bridge or some 
such place." 
"I really fell In love with 
. America," he said, "whenI visit- 
ed Yellowstone Park. It shows that 
American has places of beauty 
besides Its building and tech- 
nology." 
Dr. Machado has never re- 
gretted coming to America. 
"I've had the good fortune to 
meet some of the nicest people 
here that I've ever come a- 
cross. I've never returned to 
India since I left—twelve years 
ago. 
Board Sees 
Facilities 
-   In Indiana 
Members of the University 
Center Board traveled to Indi- 
ana University and Ball State U- 
niverslty last week to study the 
operation and physical activities 
of their student centers. 
Jim Pellegrlnon, a member 
of the committee, "was mostly 
concerned with the operation and 
the composition of two Student 
Center Boards." According to 
Pellegrlnon, the Committee went 
to get Ideas from the two cen- 
ters and apply them to the op- 
eration of Eastern's. 
The committee plans to study 
and visit other university stud- 
ent centers in the future. 
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It Was 'Westward, Ho!' 
For EKU Geologists 
I Tijlv ■ 
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BY BECKY IRVING 
Staff Reporter 
"The whole earth Is our lab 
land we have to get out to see 
what we're teaching," explained 
Dr. Perry Wlgley, Assistant 
Professor of Geology, when giv- 
ing a reason for a semester 
break exploration Into the west- 
ern part of the country. 
Dr. Don Haney chairman of 
the Department of Geology; Dr. 
Robert Nichols, Professor; and 
Dr. Wlgley, Assistant Professor, 
made the trip, along with Geology 
majors Bob Goble, David King 
Jim Mason, George Slone and 
Doug Wilson. 
Their two-week excursion be- 
gan Jan. 23, and they toured 
Carlsbad Caverns, White Sands 
National Monument, Petrified 
Forest, Painted Desert Four 
Corners Area, Natural Bridges 
National Monument, Marbal Can- 
yon, Shlprock, N.M., Mesa Verde, 
Death Valley, Glen Canyon Dam, 
Mt. Zlon National Park, the Grand 
Canyon and   finally Las Vegas. 
"For geologist the stop at 
White Sands was particularly un- 
ique, in that It has active dunes 
that are still shifting around and 
you can see all sorts of wind 
features  and desert features." 
Planned Last Summer 
The trip was planned last sum- 
mer, when the Geology Depart- 
ment hired Dr. Nichols who nas 
made the trip several times be- 
fore. The group went by car and 
camper, with relay teams sleep- 
ing and drivlng.The whole trip 
cost   approximately 975 per man. 
The Geology Department hopes 
to make this a semi-annual trip; 
It Is open only to Geology majors. 
The campers did not bring back 
many specimens, buttooknuirier- 
ous color slides that are to be 
used In classroom discussions. 
Moreover, this was more than 
Just a semester break trip for the 
students who went. It was the be- 
ginning of three credit hours for 
them. 
They are now enrolled In a three- 
hour seminar-type class, where 
*heyfmayrbweajlejl upon to-dis- 
cuss certain things thai they 
saw while on the trip. They had to 
keep a notebook and take exhaus- 
tive notes while traveling. 
The campers were selected 
on several criteria: grades, oh 
whether they might ever have the 
chance to make the trip again, 
and on personality. 
Last Factor 
This last factor was of utmost 
Importance, for according to 
Dr. Wlgley, It Is mandatory that 
the group be compatable, because 
they will be under constant pres- 
sure. 
The Geology Department took* 
trip earlier this year to Niagara 
Falls, N.Y., for a weekend.They 
are planning a spring expedition 
to Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, 
and West Virginia.. 
CRIME DOESN'T PAY 
Local Lawmen 
Stick Together 
Law enforcement officers stick together. 
A recent incident at Eastern proves it. 
Two FBI   agents on campus recently witnessed a Madison 
County car crash into sparked vehicle, then {led the scene. 
The agents   took down the fleeing car and forwarded their in- 
formation to the Campus Police. 
With the aid of the Richmond Police Department, the hit-and- 
run driver was later apprehended. 
.,    Nothing unusual? 
The owner of the car struck was a police sergeant   from 
Berea. 
And the FBI   agents   were the sergeant's Instructors in a 
training course at Eastern. 
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Former Broadway Actor Finds Local Work'Gratifying 
BY SONJA FOLEY 
"...Martin Ambrose, a Ken- 
tucky lad who has the sort of 
appeal one neads to sail 
ticket6...'*This la how the Cleve- 
land Press described Ambrose 
when he performed at the Cleve- 
land Playhouse. 
"I began professional acting 
IS yeare ago to "Wildernese 
Road" in Berea and "The Steph- 
en Foeter Storf*' in Bardstown. 
After Cleveland, 1 spent nine 
years in New York City doing 
concert tours, as a soloist with 
DeCormler Folk Singers, in sum- 
mer stock and in resident stock," 
Ambrose said. 
Ambrose has seven Broadway 
credits: "Baker Street," "Kean" 
(starring Alfred Drake), "Jen- 
ny" (with Mary Martin), "Fio- 
rello," "Joyful Noise" (with John 
Raitt), "How Now, Dow Jones," 
and "Love Match." 
"In New York I worked with 
some regularity in television and 
recording   studios  as a back- 
ground voice, going 'ooh, ooh, 
do, ah, ah»," he said. I was be- 
ing paid to back the idols whom I 
loved in the Jazz and comedy 
field—Benny Goodman, Duke El- 
lington and Red Skelton." 
"Ae a little boy, I was a great 
fan of Red Skelton, and wrote 
him for a picture. I wanted to 
be a comedian like him. He re- 
plied^ 'Good Juck, I do'd It.' " 
Ambrose worked under direc- 
tors as Arthur Penn of "Alice's 
Restaurant"   and   "Bonnie   and 
Clyde" fame, and George Abbott, 
dean of all professional direc- 
tors. 
"My professional experience 
has been a great Joy," he said, 
"but the talent pool In New York 
and Hollywood is wide and deep. 
I was a pretty good swimmer and 
stayed on top more than I treaded 
water. Although I was fairly con- 
stantly employed, by '69 I was 
not yet in the position to have 
producers come lookthgfor me." 
The constant pressure and in- 
security plus New York winters 
gave him pnuemonia every winter 
for five yeara In a row. Finally, 
he had to decide to change. Then 
in March '68 he had a coronary 
and in December he was hospi- 
talized for a short period. 
He came home to Berea to 
April '69. His doctor advised 
him not to get on stage and to 
keep away from Rs pressures. 
"After 16 yeara as a profea- 
alonal, to get toe .rug yanked out 
from under you is bad," he said. 
"But the people on Eastern's and 
Berea's campuses and at the 
Berea high school have glued me 
back together again." 
"I am the 'sponsor', if you 
will, for a high school youth group 
in a church to Berea," he said, 
"and am sustained by the birth 
of a new congregation of the 
Society of Friends,—theQuakers, 
of which I am a member, herein 
Madison County." 
Ambrose does featore ar- 
ticles—drama and music re- 
views, to the Berea Citizen and 
has worked as an announcer on 
radio stations to Richmond, 
Frankfort and Lexington. 
He attended Eastern to 1952, 
and re-entered last fall, but was 
forced to quit because of his 
health. 
"Since returning, I've had a 
delightful response to my sing- 
ing.. Appalachian ballads and 
English folk songs," he said. He 
has appeared on Channel 27 with 
June Rawlings and Ted Grlzzard, 
on CBS shows from Renfro Val- 
ley, WHAS-TV and radio in 
Louisville, WLW in Cincinnati, 
and  on stations in New York. 
"One of the most entertaining, 
yet dramatic events of my life 
was simply a meeting of strik- 
ing union actors. Every speech 
was either hilarious or so dra- 
matic as to win an academy a- 
ward; there's nothing in the labor 
movement to match it," he said. 
Ambrose was elected a mem- 
ber of the governing board of 
Actors' Equity—one of toe top 
"shop stewards." As such he was 
one of the few voters for the 
yearly Toni Awards for the best 
play, performers, etc. on Broad- 
- way. 
"Right about now," he said, 
"I would be sitting to the coun- 
cil quarters overlooking 46th 
Street on Broadway trying to con- 
centrate on the struggle of Ac- 
tor's Union—the best free show 
to town." 
In the title role in the Drury 
Play House production of "No 
Time for Sergeants," Ambrose 
scored an unexpected hit. When 
part of the props crashed to the 
floor, Ambrose continued as the 
play's hillbilly private,ad llbbing 
and singing, to keep the audience 
in a roar over his one-man show 
until the trouble was corrected. 
Ambrose thinks that one of the 
most exciting prospects of .this 
area la toe fact that so many 
people are aware of what's hap- 
pening to the theater, the mov- 
ies,    the whole   entertainment 
field. 
"It's very gratifying," he said, 
"to find that you can be of help. 
For instance, many older people 
to Berea have told me that they 
would not have gone to see "Easy 
Rider" if they had not heard my 
comments on it." 
"More people," he said, "have 
displayed the 'where-wlth-alT to 
entertain outside the home with- 
in the last 20 years. It is the 
responslbllty of us in commun- 
ication to keep the public to- 
formed." 
The musical theater was Mar- 
tin Ambrose's life. He does not 
think  those years were wasted. 
"People enjoy talking tomea- 
bout the theater." he said. "And 
if there's one .thing I like to 
do, it's talk. By the way, although 
I enjoy knowing Dean Charles 
Ambrose, (Eastern's dean of ad- 
missions) try as I may, I have 
thus far found no relation." 
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Zeta Tau Hosts Founder's Day; 
Fraternity's 'Biggest Event' 
On Stage 
A career to musical theater was Martin 
Ambrose's life. Here, a glimpse of his Broad- 
way past Now, he writes drama and music 
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features as well as appearing: on local radio 
and television stations. Ambrose attended 
Eastern  last year. 
Zeta Tau Chapter of Pi Kappa 
Alpha national fraternity, will 
commemorate its 102nd national 
anniversary to Founder's Day 
ceremonies Sunday, March 1,1970. 
A banquet   will be at the Stu- 
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dent Union Building Cafatertoand g*.^?. 
apMoaclyatelyeOOuoderi 
alumni members and guests are Day la the fraternity's biggea 
expected  to  attend    the affair| event   of the year. Every chap- 
from chapters   within the Com- tar across the UnltedStatos eel 
monwealth. bratea    thto event every year. 
We're       delighted    to be the 
Zeta Tau chapterS.M.C(presi- hosts for this year's ^banquet 
Collins  told    The and ceremonies In the Kentucky 
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Music Unites University Ensemble * 
Group Trying For Official Sanction 
# 
BT JANET OOANE 
Staff Reporter 
include popular songs. Practice School 
major successes de- is twice a weak and it usually 
I 
tunas in Kentucky and Ohio. i^- «*«£"• *f a ** S? 2Sa^a^Da°v !?w5c3 Group membership fluctuates *»*ttc **•«*>'. Reggie is one of, song, anchaa' W»r,«l« 
UttJE* toaad 60. Basically «* major points of inspira- ****»»•«;•*' «* "LlttU 
tfan eroun is derived from Deltation. Mlss McKitric said. Linda Anthony" concert here. 
~J^!£ ™ JLv^JuI. c<*. Llnda ****** *** 3«*lc* Ensamble offlcera are Preal- O HAPPY DAYl   It certainly ***** *** Omega Ptd*si men,- Tod». glmn   dutiM  ftt ^  ^^ dmj.  Brtc Abercrombie; Secre- 
was  when  a group of Eastern bera» **^My?~ ^^*f with Waltera. tory, Biotas McKitric; Corres- 
students   decided to Join togeth- an audition is eligible for mem- ponding Secretary. Sondra Berry; 
er for a common interest: music,  bershlp. The repertoireoftheEnsemble and  Traaaurar   Mexico Hahyn. 
Since its conception some three      Reggie Walters Is director for ^ ^ic^y Goai>el Music but the Tb*4r ■■■* local pertormancewiU 
years   ago,  toe University En-  the group and he also rearranges ls  trylng    to ^ it to be   March        at Madison  1 
semble     has .grown   to become SOngs    and plays the piano. " 
one    of   the most talented and jMnk 
sought-after   groups on campus. 
A predominately Black  group 
the Ensemble    is a non-profit 
and is currently drawing up a con- 
stitution to get   official Eastern 
sanction. 
"The basic purpose of the 
group is to promote religious 
unity among students " saWElioae 
MeKitris^ "We stay together 
for mutual enjoyment and 
self-satisfaction." 
Since the Ensemble's first 
public appearance at St. Paul 
A.M.E. Church In Richmond, the 
group   baa   performed  several 
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!kM3* 
YERS 
i 
Where it's easy to park 
and a pleasure to shop 
Open Every Night Until 9:00 P.M. 
M^msEvivffi 
ai;c< 
I 
MOTION PICtVtift 
ATTRACTIONS 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUDITORIUM 
IB— Thursday 
DUFFY Coburu, on—nnsh York, 
JotmAldertea 
February 2* — Friday 
For Singles Only 
John Saxon, Mary Ana Mobtey, 
Milton Berte, Lnna Wood 
February tl — Satorday re Z 
Movie 
February tS — Monday 
No Movie — Basketball 
Virginia Commonwealth 
~~February M — Tuesday 
TOW 
Aian Araia, Btta Moreno 
February Z5 — Wednesday 
No Movie—Community Concert 
February t% — Tanrejay 
TO SIR WITH LOVE 
SUnay Tattler, Ji 
AR and HOME 
OVER 300 WES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS       TAPE RECORDERS 
end 
tar Tape Players-Home Tape Players 
'Your Electronic IItudqaorterV 
SSIestem 
Tfiuto 
HlOHMOND,   KENTUCKY! 
...the family store 
and TALOG ORDER CINTIW 
13ft W. IRVINE «T. I 
You could buy 
one of those small cars. 
But look what you doift get. 
i 
§ 
Nova's 
Nova's 
anti-then 
ignition key 
warning buizer 
Nova's 
glove 
compartment 
with lock 
Nova's 
day-night 
rearview mirror 
iivt   w 
Magic-Mirror acrylic 
lacquer finish 
Nova's 
cigarette 
lighter 
BURG QUEEN 
Feb. *.-**—Frl and Sat. 
THEY CAME TO BOB 
LAS VEGAS 
Elke Scanner, Gary Lockwood, 
Jack Palanee, Lee J. Coe*> 
Selected Snort SubjectsATI 
Program — Ticket Office 
Opens 1*0 FM. — Show 
Starts 84S P.M. 
Adaaleslon TSo Oiildren 
(under l*)-»c 
Simday Thru Tharsday 
8 A.M HI 11 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday 
8 A.M. til 12 Midnight 
BIG HILL AYE. ON U.S. 25 
A SHOE 18 TO WEAR. 
Bass Tacks™ are to love. 
So just perfectly in style. 
So Soft. So colorful. So 
much fun. See all the new 
styles today. 
B&H SHOES 
Nova's 
choice of three 
standard 
engines: 
4, 6, or V8 
Neva's 
room for five 
passengers and 
their luggage 
Nova's 
foot-operated 
parking brake 
Nova's 
more usable 
luggage 
capacity 
3 3 
1 I 
Nova's 
rear windows 
that roll up 
and down 
Nova's 
cargo-guard 
luggage 
compartment 
Nova's 
forward- 
mounted door 
lock buttons 
«5 
Nova's 
bias belted 
ply tires 
Nova's 
flush-and-dry 
rocker panels i 
wider tread 
front and rear Nova's 
four 
transmission 
choices 
Nova's got a lot to talk about. 
Because you get so much more value 
with a Nova. Things you just can't find 
on other cars anywnere near the price. 
Maybe that's why Nova is such a big 
computer- 
selected 
springs 
Nova's 
inner fenders 
front and rear 
seller. It offers what more people want. 
Along with a resale value that'll make 
some of those other cars seem even 
smaller by comparison. 
Putting you first, keeps us first. 
' 
Nova: America's not-too-small car 
1 
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Patients Shown 'How To Live Again' 
V. 
"I   was  sick  then,  but I'm 
better now. ..I used to fall down 
but I don't any more." 
Barbara Is 24 years old and, 
you  can  tell from  her speech, 
mountain  born and  bred. Her 
chestnut hair comes to the mid- 
dle of her back. She's childlike 
and painfully shy with her visi- 
tors as she sits on the arm of 
the upholstered chair, as close 
as  she  can  get to her friend, 
Mountain Mental Health Service 
Social   Worker   Roberta   Slone. 
Barbara has been a patient 
at Lexington's Eastern State Hos- 
pital. She left there early last 
year, certainly having benefited 
from the psychiatric treatment, 
but not In any traditional sense 
"cured." She was, however, 
ready  to  come to Pike County. 
There she lives with tha. Bak- 
ers—a warm and open-hearted 
mountain family—and two other 
former ESH patients. Between 
the three of them they had spent 
most of a lifetime at the hospit- 
al, 150 miles away. They're glad 
they're back. 
So Is Pat McDonald, who helped 
them get back to the mountains 
where they were born, where they 
live as "family" with the Bak- 
ers. 
She is director of ESH's com- 
munity placement program which 
has placed more than 400 home- 
less patients with people like the 
Bakers In two years. The 400 
had been In the hospital an av- 
erage of 19 years before they re- 
turned to the community. Three 
years ago their future was dis- 
mal. 
Take Ed, for example. He was 
admitted to the hospital In 1930. 
What his diagonos was then isn't 
Important. His illness, whatever 
it was, had long since burned 
itself out when he was released 
in 1967 to the care of his Pike 
County niece. 
That placement didn't work out. . 
Then he met Tim Atkinson, soc- 
ial worker and director of the 
Pike County branch of Mountain 
Mental Health Services, one of 
the 22 comprehensive community 
mental health centers now serv- 
ing Kentucky. Between the hos- 
pital and the local workers, 
placement with the Bakers was 
arranged. 
Or take Bill, an engaging, mid- 
dle-aged retardate. For years he 
lived with his mother and was 
hospitalized off and on for brief 
periods. Then his mother died and 
there   was   no   home  but  ESH. 
Barbara, Ed and Bill are typ- 
ical of the 1,600 patients in Ken- 
tucky psychiatric hospitals who 
are there not because they need 
psychiatric care but because, 
until now, they had no other place 
to go. 
And they are typical to the peo- 
ple Pat McDaniel's staff works 
with. "They aren't really sick 
anymore...they've Just forgotten 
how to  live  in  society,"   she 
says. 
And so the thrust of the pro- 
gram is to help patients re- 
learn community living with help 
in grooming, personal hygiene, 
buying and caring for clothes, 
using public transportation, tele- 
phones and vending 
activity programs and 
social skills such as dining and 
getting along with others. 
ready to leave the hospital--a 
decision made by a psychiatrist- 
nurse-social worker team--he la 
taken to visit homes where oth- 
er patients have been placed. 
Talking with these former pat- 
ients relieves some of his anx- 
iety about leaving the hospital, 
his only home for many years. 
Finding suitable homes for for- 
mer hospital patients Is a big 
Job, one that requires the com- 
bined efforts of hospital staff, 
regional mental health center 
personnel and local public   as- 
(Continuod on Page Nina) 
COUPLES' CONTEST 
Services Held    I 
For F.L.Dupreel 
,32» Nearlyweds Match Wits 
*r 
Staff  members often eat with J y%      A         J f\\)PY%!       (jHVYiP 
the patients  and  take them for i ff    SI        A-fL/rCfO        \J MffJt 
sightseeing and shopping trips In, 
the community. When a patient Is 
CLUB-TIVITY 
Married Housing Ready In Fall 
This Is an architect's conception of how the 
new Henry G. Martin Apartments will appear. 
I The dwelling, which will be ready for oc- 
cupancy this fall of '70, will provide 54 one- 
: bedroom units. The apartments are planned 
to house married students with 
children. Plans for three other similar build' 
lngs in the area near Eastern observatory 
are under way. 
(EDITOR'S  NOTE:     Official 
Eastern organization* may 
announcements   for   this 
column to Clnb-tivlry, The 
frees,     Fourth     Floor, 
Building.) 
Lenten Service* 
Eastern's Lutheran Fellowship 
Is having Lenten Services at 
7:30 p.m. Tuesdays in Combs 
305. Regular church services 
now are at 7 p.m. Sundays in 
the Baptist Student Center. Stu- 
dents staff and faculty members 
of all faiths are Invited to both 
types of services. 
Position Open 
The Progress needs a combina- 
tion exchange editor and secre- 
tary. The position pays $5 week- 
ly. Duties   would be supervising 
the Progress mailing list answer- 
ing telephone calls, ana occas- 
ionally   typing  letters. The Job 
would   last   the rest of the year 
and would require approximate- 
ly 10 hours Monday through Fri- 
day   of  each  week. Applicants 
should apply in person   to Joe 
Edwards, editor. Progress   Of- 
one or no    flce   Fourth 
tag. 
t
Floor, Jones Build- 
InlUatlon 
BY REBECCA JONES terested in a newspaper than his 
Staff Reporter wite. The last scene snowed how 
Valentine's Day is a special day love can still be present in the 
for lovers and Alpha Delta Pi oele- twilight years. 
brated the occasion by sponsoring 
a Naarlywed Game. Bruce Lewis 
was master-of-ceremonies and 
began the program with a Joke: 
"How do you tell a boy chromo- 
some from a girl chromoxome?" 
"You pull down his genes." 
Miss GenevaOverstreetand Mr. 
Bill Boner won the first round. 
Other couples participating in 
the first game were Peggy Todd 
and Ron Talbot, Linda Hula and 
Duke Baxster and Howard Putt 
and Linda Johnson. 
"Which of these songs best 
describes.your love life the last 
time you went out " asked Lewis 
"Strangers in the Night'1 
"More," "Jam Up and Jelly 
Tight.'* or "You MakeMeSo Very 
Happy." 
Jim Mathls and Ann Vaura 
matched answers to win the final 
round of the game. George Lun- 
lng and Connie Tyrrell, Rex Mil- 
burn and Carl Anderson, Ray 
Stavlskl and Linda Allen were the 
other participants. 
Each of the girls who participat- 
ed received a white carnation and 
the winning couples received two 
$5 gift certificates. 
During   intermission, A D Pi 
sketched tout stages of love. The 
first skit showed what happens 
when a boy decides to look at 
something other than his boy scowl 
manual. The second stage showed 
how love is on a honeymoon when 
the couple had been in the same 
hotel the weekend before. 
Services were last Saturday In 
Lexington for F.L. Dupree Sr., 
70, who died unexpectedly last 
Thursday and for whom Eastern's 
Dupree Hall Is named. 
Dupree was a member of the 
Board of Regents from 1960 to • 
1968. At the time of his death, 
be was chairman of the board of 
the F.L. Dupree CO. Investment 
securities  firm  In  Lexington. 
Eastern President Robert R. 
Martin said upon Dupree's death 
that     "Eastern     has   lost   an 
esteemed regent who served for 
eight years daring the period of 
our greatest development" 
"All education In Kentucky Is 
deeply Indebted to Mr. Dupree for 
his services In marketing bonds 
and making facilities possible. 
We are saddened by his death." 
I 
I 
Alpha Phi Gamma, national 
Journalism fraternity, will Initiate The next scene protrayed a dif- 
pledges Tuesday at 7p.m. inWai^i ferent kind of love in marriage 
nut Hall. life when the husband is more in- 
Campus'Halo' 
Neither rain, sleet nor snow could keep these Eastern 
sports fans from the Eastern-Murray basketball game Sat- 
urday night The effect of a gigantic halo was created by a 
near-by street light. i. (Photo by Schley Oox) 
The Little House 
i, 
200V4 80UTH THIRD STREET 
• RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 
RAINCOAT SALE 
«/3  Off 
18.00 reduced to 12.00 
30.00 reduced to 20.00 
60.00   reduced to 40.00 
SPECIAL BUY! Polyester double knits for jun- 
ior*, misses, aridhalf sizes! > 
.^ ion silhouettes for sjm^er &J_ 
and exciting deep tines."AH the eas 
turalry — just a quick dip in suds is the most fuss they'll 
ever need! And best of all, you can treat yourself to 
two — even three — at this terrific price! 9.88 
I 
fc nntn/i 
THE      ^      ' 
DRESS 
PLACE 
111 1 
Tuesday's 
Speech 
NEWS BRIEFS 
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Combs 
'Popular Collection' New Library Service Dinner 
(OmttaMi frees Fags Five) 
into proper perspective.    I also suggest that the committee 
ascertain the opinion of Eastern's   women toward this ques- 
tion. 
Dormitory regulations at Eastern are presently in need 
of significant reform. I shall therefore look forward with an- 
ticipation to the report and recommendations of the Student 
Rights Committee. 
This evening. I have discussed some of tha issues which 
presently confront the U*ver*tty. I have discussed student 
and administrative proposals wtdchhavesought and wUl seek 
to implement change and progress. Much ^^""JJJJ"»" 
said, for an attempt to discuss avery Issue which confronts 
thTlmverslty would be »>oth linpi«cttcal airf^ecessary. 
I have purposely addressed my remarks to those areaslof 
primary concern in which I think progress has been, is being, 
°
rThe Adminlstrattoh Is to be commanded for listening to and' 
acting upon certain matters of previous student concern. But 
we must all recognise that we have a great deal more to 
accomplish If we are to continue to progress and in so doing 
jutlfy «r being called a UmwKy. ™«*"k^°™ «■ 
Is not an easy one. It Is going to take courage and imagination 
to keep Eastern growing. It Is going te•J*{S,*j;*5" 
and self-aeekiDg pubUclty statements. It Is going to take 
^h^rT«ntte nart of the anttre University communlty- 
^^^t^St^^: **• ***** *a*oclation 
USSbto^Spt thacnaltengw.Ihopatt«tIts recommenda- 
tions for lmprovamant wUl not fo unheeded. 
A new service available at 
Crabbe Library Is a "Popular 
Collection" of rotating books 
shelved In the lobby near toe 
card catalog and circulation 
desk. 
The collection includes 500 
current books, 50 of which are 
changed each month. 
"This way we can have'toe 
use. of best sellers at the time 
everyone wants to read them, but 
the library only purchases signi- 
ficant titles," Mrs. Elizabeth 
S.   Castle,  circulation librarian (USA, 1925); and May 
said. 
"This service Is so reason- 
able In price and time-saving 
In operation that It pays for It- 
self," she said. "When the ser- 
vice settles Into a routine oper- 
ation, we will publish lists of new 
books as they become available." 
"TheCaretaker" 
1963); March 1, 
February 22, 
(Great Britain, 
"Major  Barbara" (Great Brit- 
ain, 1941); March 8, "Ashes and 
••• 
started during fiscal years 1966, until noon, and the final rounds District Court In Madison, Wis- 
1967,  1998, and  1969 and were will be from 1 p.m. until the tou- consin,  seeking to overturn the 
still In operation In 1999. rnament Is finished. draft lottery held last December 
PACE     Is financed under Tl-       A trophy Is to be awarded claiming It was not random. 
Diamonds*'(Poland'1968);March tie  in of toe Elementary and to the winner of toe tournament     District  Court Judge James 
15   "Juliet of the Spirits" (Italy,   Secondary  Education    Act, for which Is to be held In the Todd Doyle declined  to Issue a  re- 
1965):  March 92   "Grand Illus-   which  nearly $165 million was   Hall recreation room. . straining order as was sought by 
Ion" (France 193*7). appropriated In FY 1969. Registration for  the  event the group filing suit However, 
April   12   "M"      (Germany,     Pacesetters In Innovation pro- will be held from 6:30 p.m. un- he also declined to dismiss the 
1930)-April 19 "Long Day's Jour- vldes subject and geographic area til 7:80 p.m., Feb.  26 and 27, suit as was requested by govern- 
ney Into NlghV'(USA, 1962); April indexes to help the reader lo- lnRoarklOS. ment  attorneys, saying that he 
26  "TheOvercoat" (Russia 1962); cate  a project.  Brief resumes     The fee for entering the tourn- sees a discrepancy between the 
May 3 "Black Orpheus"(BraslL are Included, along with lnstruc- ament Is $1.50. supposedly random selection or- 
1960)- 'May 17 "The Gold Rush"   tlons for ordering detailed des-      All students and faculty may dered by toe president and the 
(USA* 1925)- and ay   24, "The crlptlons    of    some   projects register. actual   result  of  the drawing. 
Blue' Angel"  (Germany.   1930). through   toe   Educational   Re-     Rules for the contest will be 
All showings    of the movies sources    Information     Center available at registration. 
(ERIC), a central data system 
financed by toe Office of Educe- ••• 
tion. Up-to-date program Infor- 
mation also Is available from 
each local project 
. The publication (OE-20103-69) 
may be purchased at $5 per copy 
from the Superintendent of Docu- 
ments, U.S. Government Print- 
Washington, D.C., 
(Continued from Page FOOT) 
tentative confirmation yesterday 
that he would attend the dinner. 
Approximately 650 tickets will 
be sold to the dinner. Yesterday 
188 had been sold. 
Tickets cost $3.50 each and 
may be purchased at the Cash- 
ier's Window, Administration Bu- 
ilding. Reservations for six or 
more persons may be made at the 
office of Dean of Public Affairs 
Don Feltner, Third Floor, Jones 
Building. 
will be free. 
•*• 
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity has 
had initiation ceremonies for 
10 undergraduate members. 
The Individual initiation   and 
••• 
MADISON,    Wise. ~(CPS)—A 
suit Has been tiled in toe U.S. 
11 
New members    initiated Into 
Eastern's   "first social frater- FRANKFORT, Ky.—The Apol- 
- bowman? H£S%, *" <*" ed the first men to the 
on display here 
Nunn 
lay   Terry 
Rick  Rub,   Buck~Tnomaa, Ray m«»  *" g» 
Spai«>iLXimMyiihler,OwenClut-S«>t' U-15, Gov. Louie B. 
torb^Vnd Price Gofdstou. ""SSikt -Mb* of the 
historic spaceship Is one stop 
••• in a 50-state tour. The Apollo 
11 tour begins in mid-April with 
Tl r '•SLTSS1 r.JMft.'SLiES projects that emphasise lnnova- _. eaMMX 
tive techniques are described, s00"* "* **** 
In a new reference manual pub- 
lished by the U.S. Office of Ed- 
ucation. 
The publication, "Pacesetters 
In Innovation," is a cumulative 
Issue containing Information on chess  tournament  on Feb. 
Projects to Advance Creativity        PraUmlnary rounds for 
••• 
Eastern's Math Club will spon- 
sor the first EKU campus-wide 
28. 
toe 
In Education (PACE) that were tournament will be from 9 a,m. 
— 
State Mental Patients 
< Page Eight) 
slstance and child welfare work- 
ers. Many elderly patients go to 
licensed nursing and personal 
care homes. 
The 22 regional mental helath 
programs now underway In all 
corners of toe state supply much 
of the crucial follow-up care- 
medication, counseling and 
needed backup service. 
The regional programs are 
operated by non-profit corpora- 
tions, Regional Mental Health 
Mental Retardation Boards, made 
up of Interested citizens from 
multi-county areas. They are 
autonomous, but receive techni- 
cal'and some financial assistance 
from tw» state/ ** *>   ■ ■» 
In their new homes patients 
tel patients provides activities 
and social contacts—and per- 
haps, like Ed and BUI, tend a 
garden and hunt squirrels. 
Mrs. Baker and Barbara 
worked for days In advance to 
prepare for a Fourth of July 
picnic with 21 guests. Barbara 
goes to church every Sunday and 
she likes to stay overnight oc- 
casionally with an old lady down 
the hollow. 
Bill lists the vegetables- they 
grew In last summer's garden; 
tomatoes, peanuts, mushmelons, 
cabbage, watermelons, beans, 
corn, potatoes. When he's not In 
the garden 'he likes to trade 
pocket knives with neighbors 
down at the store. 
Ed cares for 30 chickens, three 
hogs and four turkey a—and Snow- 
Education Committee Member 
get Individualised attention, Par- 
ticipate   to community   life—a bill, bis groundhog dog. He's 
Lexington club for former men- QPtet and reserved old man 
((EDITOR'S   NOTE:   Reason- 
able, pertinent questions for this 
feature-service may be sent te 
Help!    The Progress,     Fourth 
'Floor, Jones Building.) 
I would like to know the 
policies concerning the use of 
recreation rooms at EKU, spe- 
cifically the one at Martin Hall. 
The other day my roommate 
arid I asked to play ping pong. 
We were toM that there were 
no belle, so we' couldn't play. 
On the way out some friends of 
ours were playing ping pong on 
a table. They had supplied their 
own paddles and balls. In a flew 
minutes we were approached by 
student In charge and were toM 
we had to pay anyway. We left 
without incident. Information en 
these principles would be of 
great help.     L. & 
Mr. Jack Hutchinson In the 
Housing Department said that 
there Is a charge for using the 
ping pong tables, whether or not 
you supply your own paddles and 
ball, For further Information 
on the use of Martin's recrea- 
tion facilities Fred Cook, who 
is In charge of Martin's recrea- 
tion  rooms,  may be contacted. 
see 
I ate in the grill recently and 
got only 10 French Fries: this 
Is two cents apiece. I believe 
this Is very unreasonable and 
would tike to know if food ser- 
vice officials believe this Is fair. 
M.  C, senior 
Mr. Larry Martin, director of] 
food services, said that a por- 
tion control container Is used 
to detorwinetheamouneof *¥onoh 
Fries given In a portion. The j 
number of pieces vary with the 
serving due to sine of the French 
FTY. r  
COMBS WHEN ON YANKEE TEAM 
Canf ield Motors 
OLDSMOBILE 
All Makes Serviced 
JOHNSOH OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Across From Krogers—Phone 623-4010 
Rep. W. J. Louden, D-Carrollton, studies the 
annual report of the Teachers' Retirement 
System, as part of his activity as a member 
of the  House  Education   Committee.   The 
State Senate has approved the 1970-72 state 
budget, Including Eastern's budget of $25.1. 
million. 
Pellegrinon Proposals 
(Continued frees Pssje On.)     mch committee seat to battled; hours." 
sppolntments to University en^^^JJg 
'greatest 
B umvorwy ^IWMW^U" wwr t»vi>ii«»> regulations ',** 
makes the final selection from the Eastern are presently In need of 
nominees or rejects the nominees significant reform," he continued, mittees. He said he has the 
confidence to the ability, of the and asks for new "«™ss. 
StudertCouncUtochcoweapable  . p^rtf°» sald5?1^8£& 
and qualified    students" for the icy of including   students   wjjh 
committees,    on which students fuU voting *™ «*"*23? 
have full voting power except for  committees is  *tbe most slgnl- 
the Student Discipline Committee, fleam step . . toward wcognto- M ^^ 
.   "To choose other than the best log    «nd making use of student Mmaaamio 
students available   would render talent." 
a disservice to the Student Body On the topic of coed hours, 
and the University. This Is some- Pellegrinon charged that "it Is Ha also at one point; command- 
thing I am sure the Council Is superfluous to believe that college ed Eastern's administration "for 
not  prepared to do " he said, women are no better able to con- listening to and acting uponcer- 
Under the presant'system, the duct themselves    after certain tain matters of previous student 
Council submits two nominees for designated hours than before these concern." 
In another matter, Pellegrinon 
praised Eastern's participation 
la the Oct. 15 moratorium, say- 
ing that "controversial and pol- 
itically volatile issues became 
of contemplation and 
discussion among Eastern stu- 
dents." 
Sorority Rush Schedule 
WCBR ABC NETWORK 
RADIO FOR RICHMOND. KY. 
BEGINNING MARCH 1st. 
- 
1110 ON THE RADIO DIAL 
(Continued » 
follow the previous schedule of 
groups d-f. 
The second round of parties 
are Wednesday night Groups a-f 
will follow tots schedule: 6:30 
to 6:10 p.m. Kappa Delta, 6:20 
to 7 p.m. Kappa Phi Delta, 7:10 
to 7:80 p.m. Alpha Delta PI, 8 
to 8:40 p.m. Alpha Gamma Delta., 
8:50 to 9:30 p.m. Chi Omega, and 
9:40 to 10:20 p.m. Delta Theta. 
Groups g-1 will follow, this 
schedule: 5:20 to 6:10 p.m. 
Alpha Delta Pi, 6:20 to 7 p.m. 
M«OM 
Alpha Gamma Delta, 7:10 to 7:50 
p.m. Chi Omega, 8 to 8:40 p.m. 
Delta Theta, 8:50 to 8:30 p.m. 
Kappa Delta, and 9:40 to 10:20 
p.m. Kappa Phi Delta. 
Thursday night there will be no 
parties but Friday night will be 
preference parties lasting 50 
minutes each. All groups will 
follow this schedule the night of 
preference: 5:30 to 6:20 p.m. 
Alpha Gamma Delta, 6:30 to 7:20 
P.m. Kappa Phi Delta, 7:30 to 
8:20 p.m. Kappa Delta, 8:30 to 
9:20 p.m. Alpha Delta PI, 9:30 
to 10:20 p.m. Chi Omega, and 
10:30 to 11:20    p.m. Delta Theta. 
Rushees may attend six part- 
ies In round one, four parties In 
round two, and two parties 
preference night. Silence has be- 
gun between sorority members 
and rushees and will continue un- 
til Saturday morning when rush- 
ees will pick up their bids. 
Ribbons are to be worn at all 
times by the rushees for des- 
ignation so silence can be main- 
tained. 
t = ^* 
HORSES: 
Daniel Boone Riding Stable 
Phone 7444125 or 744^619. 
Highway 227, V/i miles from 
Boonesboro Stale Park Toward Winchester. 
Trail rides, moonlight rides 
and a picnic area 
Contac 
lenses are made 
of modern plas- 
tics which have en- ~"^ 
tirely different charac- 
teristics than the tissues 
and fluids of the eye. Conse- 
quently your eye cannot handle 
this foreign object without help. 
So, in order to correct for 
Mother Nature's lack of foresight. 
you have to use lens solutions to 
make your contacts and your eyes 
compatible. 
There was a time when you 
needed two or more separate 
solutions  to 
properly mod- 
ify and  care 
for your con- 
acts,  making 
r
 them  ready  for 
your eyes. But now 
there's Lensine from 
the makers of 
Murine. Lensine, 
for contact com- 
fort and convenience. 
Lensine is the one solution 
for complete contact lens care. 
■ Just a drop or two of Lensine coats 
and lubricates your lens. This al- 
lows the lens to float more freely 
in the natural fluids of your eye. 
Why? Because Lensine is an "Iso- 
tpnic"  solution,  very much  like 
»your own tears. Lensine is com- 
patible with the eye. 
Cleaning your contacts with 
Lensine retards the build-up of 
foreign deposits on the lenses. 
And soaking your contacts in 
Lensine between wearing periods 
assures you of proper lens hy- 
giene. You get a free soaking-stor- 
age case with individual lens com- 
partments on the bottom of every 
bottle of Lensine. 
It has been demonstrated that 
improper storage between wear- 
ings permits the growth of bac- 
teria on the lenses. This is a sure 
cause of eye irritation and. in 
some cases, can endanger your 
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in 
Lensine because it's sterile, self- 
sanitizing, and antiseptic' 
Let caring for your 
contacts be as conven- 
ient as wearing them. 
BGet some Lensine... 
Mother's little helper. 
SMITH'S HWR STYLING 
and 
BARBER 
SHOP 
Par Tks Style Conscious Man 
OPEN TEN A.M. UNTIL SEVEN P.M. 
Corner tad and Mala — Upstairs over Bef leys 
I After yea try ttw ether shops, eesne to Richmond's ORIGINAL :• 
' halr-etyMaa: barker for the professional shaping; of year hair. :j: 
Ask year fillets   They come hare toe.   Walk up to geuuine :j: 
hair styling.   You'll find It's the heat la town. Come In today! g 
JftlVE IN 8ANKING 
2 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: 
MAIH STREET     and   mm STREET 
Mother Nature 
never planned on 
contact 
lenses 
wmmam 
. m 
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The View 
From Here 
Pog« 10, Eastern Progress, Thurs., Feb. 19, 1970 
•v Kill P4PK Progress Sports Editor 
Excellent Defensive Job 
Eastern's "victory" over Murray last Saturday was 
due to many factors, perhaps, the biggest of which 
was the defensive job done by Colonels' forward Willie 
Woods on Claude Virden of Murray. 
Woods, even though only 6-2, still plays the for- 
ward position and usually draws the assignment of 
guarding the opposition's top scorer.. The Murray con- 
test was no different for Woods. 
His assignment was to stop Virden. In the teams' 
first meeting this season, Virden had probably the best 
game of his career. He scored 36 points in the Racers^ 
87-63 conquering of the Colonels. 
Saturday night was a different story. Woods dou- 
bled Virden in number of field goals (10-5) and out- 
scored him (22-14). 
All-conference selections will be named in approxi- 
mately three weeks. We hope that the coaches do not 
make the same mistake they did last year by leaving 
Woods off the team. 
For Woods' defensive prowess, his jumping ability, 
his 17-plus points per game average, and his 10-plus 
rebounds per contest add up to the reward of A11-0VC. 
EELS' STATE DOMINATION ENDS 
All good things must come to an end. 
v
   This adage finally came true as the University of 
Kentucky Catfish upended the Eastern Eels last Friday 
61-49. 
The defeat marked the first time since 1961 that a 
college team in Kentucky had been able to down Coach 
Don Combs' Eels. This meet was not decided until the 
last event, but as Coach Combs said, "They just wanted 
this one more than we did." 
The loss was nothing to be ashamed of, however, 
as Kentucky ran its overall record to 13-2. The Eels will 
get another shot at Kentucky and the rest of the col- 
leges in Kentucky later this month when the annual 
Kentucky Intercollegiate Swimming Championships will 
be held. 
Last season, the Eels racked up 619 points and broke 
four existing records in winning its seventh consecutive 
KISC title. The KISC will be held in Eastern's Donald 
Combs Natatorium this season. 
Colonels Face 
Improving 
Middle Tenn. 
Coleman Hooks For Two 
Murray's BUI Mancini tries unsuccessfully to attempt if 
hook shot by Eastern guard Toke Coleman. Also in the action 
are Eastern's Daryl Dunagan (14) and Murray's Don Fmv 
neman (24). (Photo by Patsy Gross) 
Clock Discrepancy 
i^; , - -    seniors Bookei Makes For Rhubarbs$£%z 
BY AL CLARK 
Staff Sports Reporter 
BY JACK FROST 
Staff Sports Reporter 
Eastern travels to Middle Ten- 
nessee Saturday night to meet the 
.Blue Raiders at 8 p.m. In Mur- 
f reesboro, Tenn. With four wins 
In its last five outings, Eastern 
has hopes of tacking on another 
victory to Its Ohio Valley Con- 
ference slate. Going into Sat- 
urday's game, the Colonels post 
a 6-5 conference record and 
9-9 overall scale. 
The two teams have already 
met once this year and the Col- 
onels rolled up a 88-78 win. 
•The history of the two school's 
basketball battles shows East- 
ern with a commanding 30-6 
lead, but playing at Murfrees- 
boro could make a difference this 
,. time. 
Middle Tennessee was hit rath- 
er hard by graduation after 
last season and the Raider 
coach, Jimmy Earle is In a re- 
building season with only three 
seniors on the squad. 
They managed to give the Col- 
onels fits here In the early 
January game due to the play 
of sophomore Joe Barclay and 
r Brown and Terry 
a Clinton, Ky., 
down 20 rebounds 
and was the Raiders' top scor- 
er In the first meeting. 
Brown, who is a seven-foot- 
er,  has shown much lmprove- 
sheet of  the  second half, Toke 
Coleman is seen tohave scored B  
the go-ahead and final basket of ment over last year and has been 
««. - „ M~mAAmM» at the game to make the score 79- tiie Blue Raiders' second lead- 
i.Klr2!'I baXtbaTSme ™ ^8tern' *» eltner !llor i* 'com much of the season. 
\ZSJXZ Tasted^noMufJay :02 86C0nds rwnatoto*' The type s£tt is considered as Mid- involving   Eystorn «*"""*• on the sheet is garbled. die's "stopper" when It comes 
seconds that ««PJ» TzJSLI pancy revolves around whether or leads the Blue Raider defense loss  in the  respective records J^ »       magter  ^^ went te * 
of the two schools. 0:00 fr0m 0.10 
that Is ranked nationally among 
major colleges. Middle is al- 
lowing Its opponents about 67 
points a game which is con- 
siderably under the 88 points 
Eastern scored In the team's 
first encounter. 
The Blue Raiders' leading scor- 
er on the season Is Ken Riley, 
a 6-6 forward, who averages 
about 12 points a game. Rlley 
made honorable mention All- 
OVC his sophomore year but 
missed last season with a knee 
tejary. 
The Colonels return home on 
Feb. 28 to host Virginia Common- 
wealth in Alumni Coliseum. East- 
ern has never met this team 
from Richmond, Va., since the 
school was founded In 1968. 
Head Coach Benny Dees has 
gathered the most talented group 
of cagers in the school's short 
history. He has also made con- 
siderable progress in strength- 
ening the schedule to Include a 
number of major-college oppon- 
ents such as Eastern* 
Top returning players for the 
Virginia Commonwealth Rams are 
Charles WUWns and Keith Law- 
son. 
Eastern's offensive punch will be 
given a boost in the upcoming 
games due to the aspiring play 
of sophomore Daryl Dunagan who 
started against Austin Peay last 
Monday and came through with 
10 points. 
Boyd Lynch also appeared to be 
back In form after a mild slump 
midway in the season. Lynch 
pumped in 20 points and also 
hauled in 20 rebounds In one of 
his best all-round games of the 
year. 
I 
Sweetness Of Victory 
The "Man of the Hour," Toke Coleman, embraces head Coach 
Guy Strong after it was learned that last Saturday's game 
was over. Coleman hjt the winning shot to give Eastern its 
fifth OVC "victory? in a row. Getting ready to offer con- 
gratulations is sophomore guard George Bryant. (Photo by Schley Cox) 
l 
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PROFESSIONAL   TYPING. 
THESIS, DISSERTATION. 
TERM PAPERS, THEMES: 
IBM.  CARBON RIBBON. 
PICA - 60c PER PAGE CARBONS 5c. 
BILLGIYENS   AFTER 5 P.M. 
Phone 252-3287 
It can possibly mean a bid to 
the National Invitation Tourna- 
ment (NTT) in New York's Mad- 
ison Square Garden for Murray. 
This Is exactly what happened: 
As soon as the officials came 
to the official scorers' table, - 
even before the ball game was 
under way, the official timer In- 
formed the two game officials 
official   or "master" 
■I know we've still got ten sec- 
onds of mis ball game remain- 
ing, " Luther said. At the time 
the clock ran out Murray had the 
ball Just over the mid-court line. 
Eastern's coach Guy Strong 
knew that the clock behind the 
scorer's table was the master 
one, but did not know the time 
remaining when Coleman hit the 
that the official   or "»«"™    go-ahead Jump shot. 
clock was the one on the wall * „wj   ^ scored," Strong 
behind the press row. ..   ,#I     .^   for   us   t0 get With only about four minutes • ■■»»•    * .*?"*- 
gone in the second half,th. dock ta?T~S^ ^ »„ ^ 
facing the scorers* table In A- _J0:Z™T*0r. seconds left, 
lumnl coliseum showed one less 
second man the master clock be- 
hind the table. 
The game officials were told of 
this and at that time they, per- 
sonally , told Cal Luther, the Mur- 
ray head coach. Luther responded 
with a nod of the head and ev- 
erything was supposedly alright. 
From mat point when the of- 
with about ten seconds left, I 
really don't know what was on the 
clock. 
According    to Strong,   mere 
could very possibly have pe>C 
a mechanical malfunction. The 
clock was tested Sunday and It 
did   skip the final single digit 
numerals. 
A decision has been forwarded 
things became quite pressure 
packed. 
Murray fought back from a sev- 
en point deficit to go ahead 78- 
77 with 31 seconds remaining. 
On    the official play-by-play 
y THE 
College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
• . . featuring Hie life insurance plan design- 
ed especially for college men, sold exclusively 
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENE- 
FACTOR" 
t i t m r- commissioners' office, 
flclals told Luther about the clock ™ commissioner 
until the end of the ball game, ^^rdlng to strong, that 
the final ten seconds can be played 
or replayed accordingly at me end 
of the season, if effects the league 
standing. If the game does not 
effect the final standings, the 
final 79-78 Eastern victory will 
stand.     ,    -   _ 
Jolly Volleys 
Win Trophy 
Wednesday night, Feb. 11, the 
final game In the women's intra- 
mural basketball season gave the 
championship to the Jolley Vol- 
leys. The E.K.U. Machine was 
the only team that stood In me 
way of the Jolley Volleys going 
onto their second championship 
(Continued On Page Eleven) 
All Eyes On .The*Basket 
All eyes were on the basket a* Eastern's Toke Coleman (22) 
sank a 15 foot Jump shot to win the/game for the Colonels. 
Aa the ball settles In the net Murray's rebounding: position to 
shown with all five Racers to a place ready to get the ban 
if Coleman missed. Coleman led the Colonels with 25 points, 
foUowed by senior forward Willie Woods with 22. The 
Colonels now go on the road this Saturday as they travel 
to Middle Tennessee. (Photo by Patsy Gross) 
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NOW. . .yne< 
iliurpty  rcdacvd 
imp you ^SJT 
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about flit 1ENEFACTO* . . . 
the policy plawnd •idntoly 
"A little time now can pay off 
in a lifetime of satisfaction." 
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See William A. Manz 
"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
Flyers End Frosh Win Streak 
Sandwiches, Yes! But 
That's Not All! 
Stocks, Seafood, Ham ami a rod winner — 
FRIED CHICKEN! We've been refining our din- 
ner menu over since 1940 and we're mighty 
proud of the one we're pi seating, to our cus- 
tomers today. Think of it as an adventure in good 
eating! 
BY JACK FROST    . 
Staff Sporoi Reporter 
DAYTON, OHIO- -Eastern's fres- 
hmen were defeated here Wed- 
nesday night by the powerful Day- 
ton Flyer frosh. Dayton opened 
up a 47-27 lead and then put 
on an outstanding second half 
performance  to down the baby 
Colonels, 98-72.   
Wade Unchurch and Charlie 
Mitchell led the Eastern scoring 
attack with 24 and 18 points, re- 
spectively. Other double figure 
scorers for the Colonels were 
Ralph Johnson and Vines Mras- 
ovich with 10 each. Phil Storm 
scored nine and Donnle Williams 
scored one. 
Tom Roehling, Dayton's 6-3 
forward, did an excellent def- 
ensive Job on Mitchell, limiting 
him to Just six field goals. Steve 
Hess, normally a starter but who 
had been hurt, hit six field goals 
in the second half to lead the 
Flyer frosh to a 80 point lead 
at one time, 87-57. 
Ted Siaemore led five double 
figure scorers for Dayton with 
20. John Bitter added 17, while 
Gordie Gahm, an ex-Loulsville 
high school star, and Hess chipp- 
ed In with 15 each.   Roehling hit 
tor 12. 
The Flyer frosh are now 11-5 
on the season. 
In games last Saturday and 
Mondav nishts. theCc" 
went over the'century mark for 
the third and fourth straight ti- 
mes. 
On Saturday the baby Colonels 
met Centre for the second time 
this year. The result was prac- 
tically the same as before as 
the freshmen rolled up in im* 
presslve 127-80 win. 
Wade Unchurch was the 'man 
of the hour' as he pumped la 
44 points to break George Bry- 
ant's mark of 41 set last year. 
6-4 Mitchell added 26 points 
and Mrasovich chipped in with 
18 while Storm and Johnson add- 
ed 17 and 14, respectively. 
Lightning struck again Monday * 
(Continued On Page Eleven) 
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Kentucky Centre! Life Insurance Company 
At Eastern Kentucky University 
Phil Ruchka Agency, 235 Wayne Dr. 623-7966 ■ 
*!tori km BOY 
\*r /icro$$ From The Campus 
FOR CARRY OUT CAU 623 4100 
Ron House 
Sales Representation 
623-1460 
Many good life insurance and savings plans are 
being offered to college seniors and graduate stu- 
dents today, but one stands head and shoulders 
above the others. *\£s Kentucky Central's Univer- 
sity Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions. 
No military exclusions. 'Talk to Kentucky Central's 
University Key representative on your campus 
today. For a better future. With the standout. 
i 
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Wrestlers Defeat Centre, 33-11 
Eastern Progress, Thur*., Feb. 19,1970, P< 11 
BY BAT WALKER 
Eastern's wrestling team top- 
the  .500  mark Feb. 11 by 
(eating Center college In the 
|Colonels' final home meet of the 
i, 33-11, raising the team's ■record to 5-4. This was 
piaster's second victory over 
ICentre this year. 
Dick Loewenstine, wrestling in |the 118-pound weight class, pinned 
lis opponent. Rick Colyer,in 5:29 
Ifor the team's first five points. 
Iln the 126-pound class, Bruce 
iBrummond scored five more 
[team points for Eastern by de- 
fault. 
His   opponent,   Mike Sturma, 
is unable to'finish the match 
lafter the first period. Center's 
1 Bill Cox won the 134-pound with 
la 9-5 decision over Kavoose Na- 
Jmazi. These three points brought 
I the score up to 10-3. 
In a heated battle in the 142- 
Ipound class. Eastern's Mac Nix- |son decisioned Andy Cobb by a 
Streak Ends 
score of 8-3. Dennis Wiggins 
took the ISO-pound class honors 
with a pin over Randy Scholtz 
in 6:18. These five points raised 
the score to 18-3. 
In the 158-pound class, EKU's 
Earl Jones pinned Jim Cochrane 
in 2:54. This upped Eastern's 
lead to 23-3. Cente's Finley 
Jones cut into this lead with a 
12-8. decision over Joe Neff in 
the 167-pound class. 
(OoatlBued from Page Tern) 
jnight as Mitchell broke teamm- 
late Upchurch's mark with 46 po- 
llnts. The Colonels put together 
[two tremendous halves while bi- 
tting Kentucky Christian College 
1115-78. Guards Storm and Up- 
1 church added 20 and 12 points, 
I while Mrasovich chipped In with 
lie. 
The freshmen will meet More- 
Ihead's frosh next Monday night 
I at 5:45 In Alumni Coliseum and 
Ithen will travel to Winchester 
I Tuesday to meet Southeastern 
IChristtan College. 
Eastern's overall record Is 
Iaowa-6. 
Mike Ever soul closed the gap 
five more points with a pin over 
Archie Cornell 1Q the 177 pound 
weight  class. His 3:40 victory 
closed the lead to 23-11. 
Eastern's final 10 points came 
with a 1:57 pin by Dennis Mc-. 
Clish over Paul McHugh in the 
190-pound weight class and a for- 
feited victory to Keith Carroll 
In the heavyweight division. Cen- 
ter had no one to wrestle again- 
st Carroll. 
The next outing for Eastern 
will be Saturday against Hano- 
ver and Anderson in a triangu- 
lar meet at Hanover. Hanover 
lost to Eastern earlier this sea- 
son, 35-8. 
Jolly Volleys 
(Continued from Fhge ) 
'    i  * 
Guarding Sideways? 
Don Funneman (24) of Murray seems to be guarding East- 
ern's Toke Coleman sideways in last Saturday's encounter. 
Getting ready for the rebound was Murray's leading scorer 
In the game, Hector Blondet (33), who finished with 18 
points. (Photo by Patsy Gross) 
in as many years. For the past 
two season the winners have been 
undefeated. 
This season's records for them 
included six wins and one for- 
feited game. The nine girl squad 
Includes: Gwen Gllmore, Susan 
Ross, Peggy Wise, Hazel Crouch, 
Darlene Nail, Debbie Wade, Don- 
na McClanahan, Ruby Connors 
and Judy Bullock. 
If the Jolley Volleys can win 
the championship again next 
year, they will gain the righjjja- 
keep the trophy awarded each 
year. Three consecutive champ- 
ionships automatically gives per- 
manent ownership of the trophy 
to that team. Nearly 15 teams 
challenged the Jolley Volleys for 
the title this year. 
The Volleys are also aiming for 
a second winning season in the 
women's Intramural volleyball 
leagues. The volleyball champ- 
ionship was won by this team 
last year also. 
Burton Takes A Long Qne 7 
Sophomore guard Billy Burton (52) takes a 20 foot Jump 
shot in the Murray game over the screen set by Daryl 
Dunagan (14). Burton sparked the Colonels to their second 
straight win on Monday by stealing the ball and putting 
pressure on the Austin Peay guards. Burton ended up his 
night's work with 12 points, including five of eight field 
goals attempted. (Photo by Schley Cox) 
Eastern Takes Two OVC Victories 
BT AL CLARK 
Staff Sports Beporter 
Ifs going to be a successful 
basketball season after all for the 
Colonels of Eastern, 
After a pair of wins over 
the past weekend, it Is conceiv- 
able that Eastern could end in 
second place In the Ohio Val- 
ley Conference. 
If Eastern wins its remaining 
three OVC games while Murray 
loses one of its remaining con- 
ference games both clubs would 
have identical 9-5 conference re- 
cords. Western has mathemat- 
ically clinced the championship 
crown and now the fight Is for 
the second jffiloit   '      — 
Saturday evening Eastern cur- 
tailed the Murray Racers with 
a 79-78 setback. 
A lot happened in that ball 
gam*. First and foremost is 
the now-famous ten second loss 
at the end of the game. 
"I thought we played one of the 
best balT games of the entire 
season," Guy Strong said. "I 
don't care If the clock was work- 
The Way To Rebound 
lng or not, I believe we could 
beat them again." 
"Too much emphasis was put 
on the clock. Some people fa- 
iled to realise that for 39 min- 
utes and 50 seconds there was 
one heckuva ball game on that 
court," Strong said. 
"Willie (Woods) and Toke (Col- 
eman) have been playing the way 
I'm expecting them to play. The 
last couple of games they've cer- 
tainly done the Jobs expected of 
them " Strong said. 
Coleman and Woods combined 
Woods Leads 
Scoring Attack 
WiliJ* Woods Eastern's 6-2 
forward, is leading the Colonels 
in scoring average currently wi 
a 17.9 per game clip. Woods! 
is also pulling down an average 
of over 10 rebounds per game. 
Carl Greenfield is the lead- 
ing rebounder for the Colonels, 
averaging 11.5. 
Eastern is currently averag- 
ing 84.4 points per contest, while 
giving up 81.8.     ^^ 
for 45 points (20 and 25 points, any problems that plagued him 
respectively) as the Colonels do- earlier. He'll do O.K. now." 
wned Austin Peay Monday night 
97-83. "I was real pleased with the 
Daryl Dunagan also showed well-support the campus gave us both 
in Monday's game. Dunagan is nights. I think everyone realizes 
a sophomore and has matured that the fellows art putting out 
of late according to Strong.        100 per cent and that means a 
"I am real proud of Daryl. lot," Strong said.   y 
I thought he did a real good Job. 
He's certainly matured over the COLONEL CLIPS—Saturday nlg- 
year and he's a happy surprise, ht Frosh Wade Unchurch broke 
I think he's ready to play now," George Bryant's freshman scor- . 
Strong said. lng record as he tallied 44 points. 
Another happy addition from the Bryant's record, set last year, 
early goings of the season was the was 41. Monday night Upchurch's 
brilliant play of Boyd Lynch. Ly- record was shattered as Charlie 
nch grabbed 20 rebounds and sc- Mitchell ripped the cords for 46.. 
ored an equal number of points. Upahurch says, "l Ji)Mk&k»k* 
"I knew it was Just a matterways hold the record for holding 
of time with Boyd " Strong said, a record for the shortest time 
"He's seemed to recover fromever."...Max Shapiro, one of the 
National Basketball Association 
super Super Scouts was on hand 
Monday night. Shapiro works for 
the Los Angeles Lakers and the 
Phoenix Suns. Kentucky Colonels' 
general manager Charles Ma- 
stin Is Eastern's head manager 
Tim's older brother...Boyd Lynch 
received a letter from Atlanta 
Hawks of the NBA..JStrong have 
the team off Tuesday...Friday the 
13th was assistant coach Tom Ha- 
rper's birthday Probably the 
most humorous thing to happen 
all year occured Just before the 
Western game at Bowling Green. 
Transfer red-shirt 6 foot 11 Inch 
Dan Argabright Just couldn't hold 
anything lnside^hefore the Hill- 
topper contest. What makes this 
so funny is the fact that Arga- 
bright couldn't play, anyway 
Daryl Dunagan (14) goes high into the au- 
to snare one of his eight rebounds he col- 
lected against Murray. Helphlng block out 
for the Colonels  is  Tim  Argabright   (SO). 
Murray players shown are Claude Virden 
(30) and Bin Manclni (45). Dunagan also 
scored" eight points in Eastern's one-point 
"victory." (Photo by Schley Cox) 
niversity Of Kentucky Ends State 
nomination By Eels, 61-49 
I 
BT flHARLRH DOBBOH 
Staff Sports Beporter 
effort, with Pete Reed lowering meet in  two weeks and that's 
the  50 free standard to :22.2. going to be held right here. We'll 
Freshman sensation John Daven- be able to swim more people in 
_2    „ "i, V      port lowered his own record in more events and that should make 
The Eastern Eels will be hop- the 200IM. a big difference.    Even though 
to recover from a Friday      QJ,,,, ^m^rs tor the Eels the loss hurt, I feel it will help 
loss at the handa of thewer#  th# 400 mediey relay of us to'get up* for them." 
niversity of Kentucky swim team K     JQ^J-  RQ,, Bnlilan, JimCal-      The Eels  cannot look to 
they 
reekend. 
host two meets this 
the 
labnn and  Don  Yellnian;   John state  meet  and UK when they 
Buckner in the 200 back, Holl- swim this weekend. 
„_,     han in the 200 breast; and Lacy     "Ohio U. is a real powerful 
Che Eels will entertain Union Hagoed  in  the 200 fly.    Scott team.    They finished in the top 
Marshall in a double-dual Gallant  continued  his mastery twenty teams in the nation last 
it Friday night at 7 p.m., ^ ^ boa^u   winning both the year  and  have a  lot of their 
then will tangle with a power- one Ena 0iT91t n^,. competlt- top men back.     Nonetheless   I 
•quad from Ohio University l0IU th4nk tf w€ avim ^ ttmes we/v# 
rday afternoon at  2 p.m.       coach Don Combs had this dona in the past, we can give 
meets will be bald at the comment on the meet: "We did- them a good meet.   This meet 
id Combs Natatorium. ^1 8Wlm ^ times we are cap- may produce some excellent ti- 
able of doing and mat is what men  and  individual  duals.    It 
The  UK swimmers stunned beat us.    Kentucky didn't sur- should prove to be an exciting 
Eastern  squad  with  their prise us   with  any outstanding afternoon,"  Coach Combs com- 
" win over the Eels in eight times; they do have an excel- 
with a 61-49 decision in lent team, make no mistake about 
exlngton.     The Eels still set that.    Remember, they have to 
team records In the losing come back to swim us in thee' 
ALL PURCHASES 
ENGRAVING FREE 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
Diamonds, Watches, Sterling 
NAME BRANDS ONLY 
KESSLER JEWELERS 
Richmond's Prestige Jewelry For 25 Yrs. 
Next To Begley's 623-1292 
TWO 
Quick. Friendly Service 
SERVICE 
HOURS 
ROAD 
PHONE 623-3161 
DUANE PARSONS. OWNER 
D & E 
Eastern By-Pass 
Yea may reserve a copy of AURORA at the pre-pobllcation 
by clipping the coupon below and mailing It with 75c check 
to AURORA, Box S67, Coatee Building, EMU. 
copies ef AURORA, lflt 
at 7Sc each.' I am enclosing f- 
Seat my copies to: 
Send coupon to: 
AURORA 
Bex Sal 
Coatee Building 
Campos 
FOR THE BEST VAM IM • Seamless J 
SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS   •   MESH  • 
BLOUSES, SWEATERS 
SHOP     2 
: 
HOSE 
2 prs. 
S|60 
FRAN KLIN 
111 WESI MM $1. wmm, KT. 
Round Trip Airline Ticket 
lb 
Daytona Beach, Florida 
ONE FOR YOU AND ONE FOR A FRIEND 
I 
STEAK HOUSE 
290 S. SECOND ST. RICHMOND 
RULES: 
Trip To Be Given At Chappy's Wednesday, 
April 1, 1970 at 8:00 P.M. 
All EKU Students Eligible 
To Be Eligible To Win. You Must Sign 
The Guest Check You Receive When 
You Purchase Your Meal At Chappy's 
to Win You Must Put Your ID. Number 
On Your Guest Check. 
PLANE LEAVES LEXINGTON. SATURDAY. 
APRIL 4, AT 3:25 P.M.; RETURNS TO 
LEXINGTON. SATURDAY, APRIL 11 
i 
1 
\ 
' 
* 
Pago 12, Eastern ffrogress, Thurs., Feb. 19, 1970 
rift Miss 
■ 
- 
<0 OBOEP y0u* 
RING MAN ON CAMPUS 
FOR TWO DAYS ONLY 
CLASS 
RING! 
Official Class King 
EBS SIN 
■ 
MON.-TUES 23-24 
MSTINCTll EL Y  HANDSOME 
SUPEKIILY  DETAILED 
Stone Encrusting  (Smooth Stones Only) 
Available in Greek Letters, Personal Initial, 
Pershing   Rifles  and  many  others. 
Rings set in your choice of Twelve 
Birthstones or Black Onyx. 
Prices include Ruby or Blue Spinel Stones 
For Garnet  (College Maroon)   Black Spinel 
and other Birthstones Add $2.00 
Add 5%  Kentucky Sales Tax 
Deposit $5.00, Balance C.O.D. 
ALUMNI MAY PURCHASE THE EASTERN 
KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY RING. 
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR BACK.DATES. 
RING DAY 
FEB. 23-24 
PROCLAIMS: 
• YOUR   DEGREE 
• YEAR   OF   GRADUATION 
For Additional Information See 
PLACE: 
Campus 
OWATONNA.   MINNESOTA 
SERVIN© THE THIRD   GENERATION   Of AMERICA'S  FINEST  STUDENTS 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
Eastern Kentucky University 
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY 40475 
-    .-**. i-'.'Wffrt" 
Signcte ewQuoOwg 
Have the rings you are 
now wearing cleaned FREE while 
you are in bookstore 
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE 
'•' 
i*. 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD 
PRESENTS • 
TEN WHEEL DRIVE 
WITH GENYA RAVEN 
and 
DAVID FRYE 
Alumni Coliseum 
Feb. 21. 1970 8:00 P. 
1 I 
1 
DAVID "YE 
,M west »'•<" -^   . MW fa*.*.*-*0** 
>oTv<Jor TEN WHEEL DRIVE 
GBNYARAVAN W.I.U.AM   MO**,, | 
Students Free With 
Valid Second Semester ID Cord 
General Admission $250 
e 
